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ABSTRACT
An Assessment of the Effectiveness of a Kindergarten
Day Care Parent Education Program on the Development
of Parents' Problem Solving Abilities
B.A., Willimantic State College, 1966
M.A.
,
American International College, 1971
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. David E. Day
A most important issue in early childhood education today is
the effectiveness of parent education as a part of the preschool
programs. Several university sponsored research projects, concen-
trating on parent intervention as components of group preschool pro-
grams, or as separate home-based projects, have had varying success
in raising children’s IQ scores. Those programs which involved
parents and trained them to become the major intervention agent have
proven to be the most beneficial to both participating children and
parents.
Day care programs present special problems for the operation
of parent training. This is due primarily to the fact that parents
whose children qualify for federally funded Title XX Day Care must
not only be economically low income, but must also be employed or
attending school full time.
This research study attempted to structure an educational
training program for parents whose children attended a kindergarten
class in a day care center; all were working or attending school.
vli
Nineteen of the twenty-four eligible parents, responded to nialled
questionnaires and needs assessments, and indicated their in parti-
cipating in an educational training program.
The focus of the four month training program was upon the
development of problem solving abilities of both parents and child-
ren through the acquisition of seven specific behavioral objectives.
Two important and unique features of the program were that it was
held at the day care center site, utilizing the facilities and staff
and in addition, the curriculum was based on increasing cognitive
abilities that were characteristic of all young children, rather than
a curriculum designed to alleviate deficits presumed to be prevalent
in all low socio-economic families.
Only six of the original nineteen parents completed the full
training. The post-training assessments revealed that all six mothers
and children displayed significant improvement in their problem-
solving behavior. However, an important issue became why two-thirds
of the parents failed to complete the full training while the other
one- third were able to do so. A telephone interview was conducted
to ascertain the reason. An analysis of this data plus information
gleaned from the demographic survey of these parents revealed that
those who failed to complete the program were for the most part
single mothers who were heads of households and were on the lower end
of the economic disadvantaged scale, in terms of incomes. Results also
showed that even though the training format and curriculum content
had proven to be effective, it was not appropriate for all parents.
vill
The conclusion was drawn that some parents, particularly
single mothers who were heads of households and functioning on
incomes at or below the poverty level, often could not cope with
any added responsibilities and strains in their daily lives. Con-
sequently, they were unable to complete the entire training program
even though they had indicated interest.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of the most significant contributions made in the field of
education during the decade of the 1960’s was the proliferation of
early childhood programs financed by the federal governments These
programs were specifically designed for young children of the nation's
poor, predominantly those of racial and ethnic minorities. The whole
push to educate the economically disadvantaged was part of President
Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty Program," which was institutional-
ized by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Under that act,
thousands of poor children from across the nation were enrolled in
federally funded pre-school intervention programs called Head Start.
The argviments leading to the establishment of Head Start and
other pre-school education programs came from a number of outstanding
educators and psychologists. Among them were Benjamin Bloom (1964)
and J. McVicker Hunt (1961). Their arguments addressed the impor-
tance of early experience in a child's development, especially
cognitive development. Bloom further hypothesized that for "ex-
tremes in environment, there were clear cut differences in the level
of intelligence reached by children, but that their IQ, which was
depressed because of negative environment, could be raised if placed
in the proper educational environment." (p. 68)
1
2The conceptions of the role of the family and of early ex-
perience was not new, but they gained momentum during the 1960’8.
A strong argument developed for parent participation in early edu-
cation programs. It was contended that a child’s early experiences
affects subsequent intellectual growth and educational achievement.
Children who grow up in homes disadvantaged by racial discrimination
and poverty are likely to have a deficit of experiences presumed to
be essential to academic achievement in public school (Deutsch, 1964;
Hunt, 1961). It was further theorized that this deficit which was
perceived to be a consequence of the family and community became cum-
mulative during the pre-school and elementary school years. Therefore,
it was felt that intervention should involve parents in order to assist
them in providing a more adequate educational environment for their
young children.
Parent involvement in compensatory programs is a complex con-
cept, both in theory and in practice. It covers a range of partici-
patory forms— from parents as paid paraprofessionals
,
parents as
recipients of skill training, tutors of their own children, and
parents as advisors or decision-makers for school programs and day
care centers.
However, there are relatively few programs for parents who
have children enrolled in full day care and who are working or
attending school on a full time basis. Most educational programs
have been for parents residing in homes. In addition, the majority
of training programs for parents have had objectives based on the
deficit argument, for example, increasing children's language and
3cognitive skills for better public school performance. There have
been few programs with the objective of increasing children's prob-
lem solving behaviors, which are based on developmental patterns
characteristic of most children.
This research study will concentrate upon the involvement of
parents of children in full day care programs and will evaluate the
effects of a training and education program founded on problem solv-
ing behaviors.
The focus on children’s problem solving behaviors was selected
because it is developmentally based and because these behaviors
encompassed the specific concerns raised by parents in a needs
assessment that was conducted prior to the study.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research project was to assess the effec-
tiveness of a kindergarten day care parent education program on the
development of parent's problem solving abilities. The participants
were low-income working and welfare parents whose children attended
a kindergarten class in a large state-funded day care center in
Springfield, Massachusetts.
Importance of the Study
The importance of this study lies in the fact that it deals
with a population upon which only a limited number of studies have
been made regarding parent education. The population is income
eligible parents whose children attend day care programs which are
funded by state and federal monies. Day care presents special problems
4for the operation of parent training programs due primarily to the
fact that these parents are bound by rigid eligibility requirements
that specify that they have to be working towards self-sufficiency
and/or self-support through either employment or school. As a con-
sequence, parents who may wish to be involved more in their child's
schooling or perhaps their own personal growth and development are
hampered by restraints upon their time and energy because they are
employed or going to school.
Another important aspect of the study is the curriculum which
is based on utilizing and increasing cognitive abilities that are
characteristic for most young children rather than a curriculum of
activities designed to make-up deficits that are assumed to be pre-
valent in low socio-economic families.
Objectives of Study
The major goal of the research was to assist parents and their
children in the development of problem solving abilities through the
acquisition of seven specific behavioral objectives. They are as
follows:
1. Parents and children will increase their observational
skills.
2. Parents and children will learn to ask new and different
kinds of questions.
3. Parents and children will use language behaviors for relating,
comparing and organizing objects and events.
4. Parents and children will increase their skills to relate
5and compare things and events in their daily environments
by solving problems.
5. Parents and children will learn to better understand each
other's perspective and way of viewing a problem situation.
6. Parents and children will learn to make better choices on
the basis of concrete evidence.
7. Parents and children will learn to consider alternative
answers and solutions to problems.
Summary of Behavioral Objectives
Parents were encouraged to view problem solving behaviors for
themselves and their children as an important aspect of education. A
beginning emphasis on problem solving began with the awareness that
the senses—sight, touch, taste and smell—can bring them and their
child new information about the world. They also were helped to see
that the more the different senses are developed and used, the more
information is obtained. They became aware of the possibility that
for a child under eight the use of physical actions and of observing
and listening could be as important for constructing knowledge as the
use of language.
The seven behavioral goals were based on the knowledge that
children of kindergarten age want to initiate activities, to explore,
to discover the relationships in their environments and to use the
this knowledge in constructing further knowledge. They, as parents,
were encouraged to support children's curiosity by allowing them to
utilize their need to manipulate, smell, taste and look at whatever
6is around them. Parents were also encouraged to probe and discover
what was in their environments and how objects and events were re-
lated for solving problems. They were also encouraged to increase
the number of meaningful experiences they had with their children.
Parents were shown that many of the interactions which they
initiate with their children can promote problem solving behavior by
creating a conflict or problem and that an effective means for solving
the conflict is how they phrase and ask questions.
Another important behavioral goal which parents and children
worked towards internalizing was thinking how things related by com-
paring them with what they already know or with new things and noting
similarities and differences. These processes helped parents and
children become aware of knowledge as an understanding of relation-
ships. For example, a child was helped to learn the concept of volume
by playing with measuring cups and observing and feeling that the one
measuring cup is large because it holds more, and that another cup is
smaller since it holds less. By playing with different size containers,
the child discovers that the "biggest" cup can't always be called the
"biggest," for when comparing it to another that holds more but looks
less, the original cup is not the "biggest."
Parents also learned that problem solving was facilitated if
the child could think of differences in points of view. Young child-
ren often consider something only from their point of view or per-
spective and not what others may perceive or think. It was important
to understand that this behavior on the part of five and six year olds
is common and with additional time and more experiences they will
7begin to coordinate their ovm' perspectives with what others are
thinking and may be perceiving, and then information.
Design of the Study
The educational training program for parents of kindergarten
students in a day care center was unique because of the following
features:
1. Training took place in the kindergarten classroom at
times designated by the parents as convenient to their
work schedule, during the noon hour, in the afternoon,
and in the evening. The classes were approximately one
and one-half to two hours long.
2. The trainers were members of the day care staff. Learning
centers were areas of the kindergarten classroom which in-
cluded the block corner, art and science area, library and
reading readiness center.
3. Upon completion of three weeks of classes, there was a
follow-up period lasting three months. This included
monthly home visits made by the trainer to observe parental
use of the curriculum guide with their children.
4. The curriculum and teaching methods were designed towards
the development of the seven problem solving behaviors.
The assumption directing this study was that parents’ partici-
pation in the educational program would increase their problem solving
behaviors and their children’s problem solving behavior and that these
behaviors would be observable as described by the seven problem solving
behavioral objectives. This assumption was to be tested.
8Limitations of the Study
1. One practical limitation of this study was that there
was no control group with which to compare any changes
which might have been brought about through the train-
ing program.
2. Another limitation was that if the training program (treat-
ment) was successful, the results would not show what
aspect of the program was most responsible.
3. A further limitation was that one can only generalize the
findings on groups that are similar to the population
described in this study.
Definitions of Terms
Pavent Tvai-ning.— (For this study). The development of problem
solving abilities through the implementation of the seven problem
solving behaviors.
Problem Solving .—The perception of conflict and the process of
recognizing the relationships between the elements of a conflicting
situation and alternatives for resolution of the conflict.
Full Day Care .—The care of a number of children away from their
homes for more than four hours of the day. In this study, the term
will refer to children cared for in a day care center for seven or
more hours, while their parents are working or in school. Children
are given educational, nutritional and health care while in attendance.
9Rationale for Post Training Telephone Interview
During the three month phase of the training program, between
the initial one-month group training classes and the end of the
evaluation period, six mothers out of the nineteen that completed
the pre-assessment and the three weekly training classes were unable
to complete their participation in the program. In addition, seven
parents did not participate in the end of the training assessment
sessions. Thus, there was a lack of post-training data on thirteen
of the nineteen parents. Due to this condition, it was decided to
follow-up these thirteen families with a telephone interview ques-
tionnaire to determine the reasons for their non-participation. It
was felt that this information would be useful to analyze in relation
to the data from the six parents that successfully completed the
study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
An important issue in early childhood education today is the
nature of parent education and training programs. This chapter,
Rsvisw of the Literature, will examine such fundamental concerns
as:
1. The interactions which transpire between parents and
children which influence their cognitive, social and
emotional development.
2. The ability of families to meet their child care functions
and to provide for growth and development of their chidren.
3. The effectiveness of selected parent intervention programs
for improving the pre-school child's school performance and
achievement
.
4. The need for parent education for parents of children en-
rolled in day care programs.
5. The need for programs that incorporate general develop-
mental trends in children.
Parental Behavior and Its Effect on the Child
While it has been obvious for some time that parents greatly af-
fected their children's development, it is not clear just what aspects
of that interaction between the parent and child are relevant for
understanding parental influences on cognitive and emotional development
10
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of young children. However, knowledge of parental influence on
early development, especially that which is pertinent to the day
care population, has helped to provide a basis for planning and
practice in day care facilities and home-based programs.
Over the years, there have been many studies made, the results
of which suggest that there are global clusters of parental (mostly
maternal) behavior which affect children's educational capabilities
as well as their affective and social development.
Researchers, Rosen and D' Andrade (1959), Crandall et al.
,
(I960)
and Chance (1961)
,
found that the manner in which mothers respond
towards their children, as well as their interaction patterns with
them has a great deal to do with the child's achievement level in
school. These studies also suggest that parents who train their child-
ren from an early age to be independent in thinking and acting, while
supporting their needs for emotional dependence, help that child develop
the independence necessary for school success and have children who
are high achievers.
There has also been evidence from observations and parental
reports which show that maternal warmth, high emotional involvement
and interaction and general parental interest, are positively asso-
ciated with children's achievement (Milner, 1951; Rosen, D' Andrade,
1959; Bing, 1963; Baumrind and Black, 1967; Slaughter, 1968; Solomon
et al.
,
1969)
.
Slaughter's study did show that low income Black mothers as
compared with middle-class Black mothers may accompany their warmth
and support for the child with negative attitudes towards both teacher
12
and school (Slaughter, 1968).- On the negative side of the picture,
parents who over-indulge, over-protect, and actually display an in-
trusiveness in the lives of their children, cause a lowering of
reading and IQ scores after the child reaches four years of age
(Stewart, 1950; Bayley and Shaeffer, 1964).
Bronfenbrenner (1958) suggested that middle class mothers differ
from working class mothers in their acceptance of their children’s
behavior. Middle class mothers were more democratic and responsive
to the child s feelings, whereas, working class mothers were concerned
with external standards of conduct and adherence to community norms.
Other studies of parental behavior and its effect on children
were done by Baldwin, Kalhorn and Bresse (1945). These studies sup-
ported the fact that children who were high achievers had parents who
treated them warmly and provided them with emotional support and
encouragement. Then in 1968, Bronfenbrenner ' s review led him to con-
clude that there was a particular way that parents and children inter-
acted which enhanced the child’s psychological development. He
believed that the key element in the early years was the involvement
of the parent and child in verbal interaction around a cognitively
challenging task.
Just as Bronfenbrenner and other psychologists felt that certain
patterns of interaction in the home can shape children’s psychological
development, other researchers were noting the manner in which parental
behavior affected a child’s cognitive development.
In studies by Watts, Barnett and Harfar (1973), and White,
Watts, Barnett, Kaban, Marmor and Shapiro (1973), it was noted that
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the major difference in the human interaction experienced by well-
developing children and less developing children was that the mothers
of the former group spent much more time directly participating in
their intellectually valuable experiences than did the mother of the
latter group, although both mothers employed many techniques to parti-
cipate in their children's experience, including teaching, helping,
entertaining, conversing and simply sharing in the activity like a
playmate. However, mothers of intellectually well, developing children
were much more selective in their participation of their child's
intellectual experience; while mothers of less well-developing child-
ren were more likely to become involved in socio-physical experiences
like "rough-housing” and "play-fighting."
An additional relationship between parental behavior and its
effect on children is evident in a nximber of studies. Parents' ex-
pectations, attitudes and values influence their children's behavior,
and formation of the children's own expectations, attitudes and
values. It has been found that mothers who have high aspirations
for their children and who put pressure on them for school achievement,
influence the child's motivation to achieve (Rosen and D' Andrade,
1959; Bing, 1963; Wolf, 1964). In addition, when mothers expressed
satisfaction with their child's level of achievement, it reinforced
their further achievement efforts (Rosen and D'Andrade, 1959). Several
studies have also shown that low income mothers value achievement
highly (Mannino, 1962; Coleman, 1966; Hess et al. , 1968). However,
there are indications that many Black mothers and probably those of
other ethnic minorities feel a sense of powerlessness regarding their
14
ability to help their children achieve in school (Kami! and Radin,
1967; Hess et al., 1968; Slaughter, 1970).
Conclusions
Parent Intervention programs like the ones discussed show that
the attitudes and behavior of the mothers toward themselves and their
children are capable of improving. In fact, the benefits of these
programs not only flow to the target child but also to the other
III the family and in the neighborhood as well. Programs
which have attained the most success have incorporated both home
visits and group meetings.
Two of the most successful mother intervention projects were
based upon the principle that the "psychological development of the
young child is enhanced through his involvement in progressively
more complex, enduring patterns of reciprocal, contingent interaction
with persons with whom he has established a mutual and enduring
emotional attachment" (Bronferbrenner, 1967a).
The Ability of Families to Meet Their Child
Care Functions and to Provide for Their
Children’s Growth and Development
The family is the primary and most fundamental influence on the
lives of children. It acts as the mechanism for delivering to young
children the educational and developmental stimuli which will shape
their later lives. However, not all families are able to adequately
fulfill their child-rearing functions.
15
In 1976, the National Council of Organizations for Children
and Youth published a fact book called Bicentennial Assessment on
the Status of America’
s
' Children (1976). Statistical data quoted was
based on 1974 census figures and concerned changes in the American
family structure, children in poverty, child health problems, child
care needs as well as federal program serving children.
Statistics given showed that in 1974 more than 17.6 million
children lived in families with incomes of less than the True Poverty
Standard of $7500 per year. Of those, about 5.5 million were under
the age of six years of age (Census, 1974). It was also found that
certain groups of children were more likely to be members of poor
families. Those were: children in families headed by women—51.5
percent were living below the official poverty level. Others were
large families, less educated families, rural and southern families,
and minority families. In 1974, children in Black families were 3H
times as likely to be officially poor as were white children.
Selected Government Programs for Children
There are a number of federal programs which attempt to alleviate
the conditions of poverty by providing funds that can be used to
support services to young children and their families. Those which
most benefit children, in the form of cash to families are: Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Unemployment Compensation, and
Social Security Survivor or Disability Benefits, Supplemental Security
Income and Veterans Benefits. Those of most benefit to children in
the form of inkind assistance are: Food stamps. Title I Educational
Programs and Head Start.
16
Child Health programs like Medicaid and the EPSDT—Early and
Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment—assist millions of low
income children and families needing medical treatment and services.
Maternal and child health programs provide services to low income
mothers and children in an attempt to reduce infant mortality. The
school lunch program is one of the most important and comprehensive
nutrition programs for children. In 1975, 1.9 million students in
89,000 schools received either free Ixmches or lunches at a reduced
rate. In addition, there was also a School Breakfast Program and
Special Food Service Program for low income and handicapped children
in day care and other non-residential settings.
Need for Day Care Services
Imperative to the needs of mothers
—
poor working and single
mothers—and equally important to the developmental needs of children
in most families, are quality day care services, either in the home
or a center. In fact, there are families of adequate economic means
who have two parents in the home but who still may wish for at least
a few hours of day care where their children can meet and interact
with other pre-school youngsters to learn about the world around them
and develop their skills. More important, those families, who for
economic or family reasons, cannot care for their children all or
part of the day must have viable choices of child care services. The
quality of the day care service, where many children have to spend a
major part of their lives, is a vital concern to state and federal
licensing agencies (HEW, 1974).
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According to a national study, Windows on Day Care (1972),
three-fifths of all centers reviewed nationwide were of fair or poor
quality. The problem of quality is not. however, unique only to the
day care centers used by poor people. However, poor children’s home
environment is often characterized by densely crowded, dilapidated
structures with inadequate and unsanitary conditions. The question
arises of how these families
,
living in the extremes of poverty, can
be helped to educate and rear their children adequately.
Radical Intervention
One program which attempted to reach families with children
living under these circumstances and assist them towards normal devel-
opment was the Milwaukee Projeat (Heber et al., 1972). The goal of
this intervention was the removal of the child from his home with
subsequent placement into a more growth producing environment {Reha-
bilitation of Families at Risk for Mental Retardation [Heber, 1971]).
The population consisted of forty Black mothers and their infants
living in a depressed area of Milwaukee. The intervention began when
the child was three months of age. At that time, he/she was placed
under the care of a highly trained teacher who was responsible for
the child’s total care. Each child remained in the home until his
mother was sufficiently confident in the teacher to allow her child
to go to a center. From the time the child entered the home until
he was twelve to fifteen months old, he had one primary caregiver.
As the child aged, the adult /child ratio increased, until at the age
of two years to five years, there was a three to one ratio of children
to adults. There was an educational program for infants and mothers
18
which WHS characterized by 'the creation of an "enduring one to one
relationship which involved a reciprocal interaction around inter-
esting and challengirig activities." The teacher remained the primary
agent of the intervention. Group experiences were introduced which
emphasized both language and structured cognitive activities. Mothers
were given job training, as nurses aids and the like, in order to
raise their employment potential.
At twelve months, the children’s mean IQ was raised from 75 or
less to just under 115. By two years of age, the experimental group's
IQ had risen to 120. In respect to statistics and IQ, the program
was a success. There was little doubt, that the program would continue
to succeed as long as intervention lasted.
However, two questions remained. When intervention ended, what
would happen to the gains? Was it likely that children would retain
their superior levels of cognitive development when they returned to
their communities? And what of the children's identity formation in
relation to their families and other children in the neighborhood from
whom they had been removed?
The Milwaukee Project was a radical form of intervention which
completely changed the child’s deprived environment and substituted
for it a middle-class environment. It also delegated primary respon-
sibility for the child's development to others completely alien to
the child's family. In addition, it was impractical for implementa-
tion, and in reality destructive to the family unit, for it did not
allow the family to develop the necessary prerequisites to sustain
itself or the growth of its members.
19
Bronfenbrenner (1974) believed that by providing certain sys-
tems of support of families, so that they perform their child rearing
tasks—proper nutrition, health, employment, housing and education-
poor families would not need special intervention programs any more
than do middle class families.
Ecological Intervention
Another well known study which made a radical change or reor-
ganization of the environment in which children were living was the
famous Skeels Experiment (1938) of thirty years ago. The children
were orphans residing in an orphanage. They were removed and placed
in an institutional ward for mentally retarded adults. The retarded
women were each assigned a child for whom they were principally
responsible. The experimental group of children were cared for by
these attendants and older girls who spent an appreciable amount of
time with *’the children playing, talking and training them." The
children's IQ was raised 28 points—from 14 to 92. IQ's of other children
in the control group, who remained in the orphanage, dropped-
26 points.
The factors that existed in the Skeels Experiment were some-
what the same as those in successful intervention programs (Levenstein,
1970; Karnes, 1972, 1970)—the development of a warm, emotional
relationship which evolved between mother and child where the mother
gives and receives responses from the child (Levenstein, 1970).
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Effectiveness of Selected Parent Intervention
In 1970, Gray contrasted a pre-school program with a program
which taught mothers to support and foster the development of their
children. He found that the parent-intervention program in the home
showed equal effectiveness as the pre-school program. In addition,
its costs were lower and it allowed vertical diffusion to younger
children in families as well as horizontal diffusion through the
neighborhood. The results from Gray's study suggest that a home
parent education program that teaches mothers to teach their own
children could be either a supplement or an alternative to a pre-
school program.
Other studies of parents being trained as educators were made
by Weikart and Lambie (1969) and Gordon who used paraprofessionals as
parent educators to teach parents specific activities to be used with
infants during the first year of their lives.
Investigators, Gilmer (1969), McCarthy (1968), Levenstein (1969),
Karnes et al. (1969), noted positive effects on parents' attitudes
about themselves as well as increased IQ scores on their children.
These studies have shown that parent behavioral changes can affect
their young children's behavior. Although it is not clear how these
effects come about, it is felt that good effects are more likely to
result when training and involvement are intensive and when both the
parents and the children's needs are met.
An increasing number of researchers have concentrated upon the
study of programs to foster intellectual development of children
through parents' training. Klaus and Gray (1968) utilized home
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visitors to actively engage parents in the education of their child-
ren as a supplement for a pre-school program. Significant difference
was found in the experimental and the control group. Experimental
group families showed rapid development, however, it was not known
the long range effects or whether home stimulation would be sufficient
to maintain development without continued support.
Verbal Interaction Project
The Levenstein model. The Verbal Interaction Project, Levenstein
(1972, 1970)^ took place in the Suburban Long Island Community of
Mineola. It had for its experimental group predominately Black in-
fants two to three years of age.
The parents represented the upper level of economic disadvantage,
with only twenty-five percent of the families on the welfare lists.
In fact, the educational level was rather high for an economically
disadvantaged group, eleventh graders. The nature of the intervention
was semi-weekly visits to the homes by a trained paraprofessional
called "a Toy Demonstrator," her job was to stimulate interaction be-
tween the child and the mother using a kit of toys and books which
she brought with her. These items were chosen for their verbal,
perceptual, conceptual, and motor stimulus properties and were of in-
creasing complexity. These materials used were referred to as
Verbal Interaction Stimulus Materials (VISM) . During each training
session, the demonstrator emphasized the importance of mother/child
play interaction and verbalization.
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The process through which the Levenstein approach achieved
substantial increase in IQ was based upon the development of warm
reciprocal verbal relationship between mother and child. It was
this process of the two person system, not emphasis on the child alone,
which sustained and fostered the child's growth. Since the partici-
pants remained together even after the intervention program ceased,
the momentum continued reinforcing itself. Parent involvement in the
child s learning was primary and the emphasis was on the role of
parent as the teacher; the Toy Demonstrator was secondary. Leven-
stein s instructions to the home visitor was as follows:
Treat the mother as a colleague in a joint
endeavor in behalf of the child. Share your
verbal stimulation techniques with her by
demonstrating them in play with her child;
then draw her into your play and take a second-
ary role as soon as you can while she repeats
and elaborates what she has seen you do.
Encourage her to read and play with the child
between Home Sessions. Keep constantly in
mind that the child’s primary and continuing
educational relationship is with his mother;
do all you can to enhance that relationship."
(Levenstein, 1970a, p. 429)
Certain specific factors contributed to the population of
children in Levensteins' study to make and maintain IQ gains. One
factor was the warm, emotional relationship which evolved between
the mother and child, especially those which were around verbally
challenging activities.
Perhaps another reason for her success was due to her proce-
dures for selecting her participants. It is not known how carefully
her screening process was for the participating parents; however, it
is known that they were not a severely deprived population.
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Experimental Program for Disadvantaged Mothers
Dr. Merle' Karnes, set up a series of programs for disad-
vantaged mothers in Urbana, Illinois in 1970. She employed a variety
of intervention strategies similar to Levenstein’s as far as home
visits were concerned. In her attempts to motivate mother's enthu-
siasm; Karnes experimented with several unique techniques which in-
cluded: paying mothers a stipend of $1.50 per hour to attend the
meetings and to furnish transportation. Mothers who attended the
program were given eleven educational toys designed to create oppor-
tunities for verbal development. In addition, they were given
recognition by the home demonstrators as being vitally important
members of the intellectual team.
In another study, Karnes (1970), and her colleagues sought to
learn if there were any factors in the children' s background which
influenced their capacity to profit from home—based intervention.
They noted that in their study mothers who worked full time showed
markedly lower test scores and measures of performance in program
activities. In addition, these mothers had poorer attendance at
weekly meetings and received low ratings on the quality of the mother-
child interaction observed during home visits.
Taking these findings into account when assessing the con-
sistently inferior pattern of response exhibited by both mother and
child in families where mothers were employed, Karnes stated:
It seems fair to conclude that in spite of
verbal support of the parent training program,
the six mothers who were fully employed did
not have the time or the energy to implement
program goals. In general mothers employed on
a full time basis outside the home cannot
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effectively participate and their children
may be better served through day care place-
ment. (Kames, p. 260-261).
Karnes:! conclusions regarding the negative effect of working
parents on the child's achievement may not be completely valid for
she is drawing on a small number of cases—six—and from an extremely
disadvantaged population. Perhaps in a less disadvantaged group,
like Levenstein's, the negative effects of full time employment would
be minimal.
Additionally, although there seems to be some validity in Karnes'
conclusions, it should be mentioned that from the author's experience,
working parents often seem to be more highly motivated towards im-
proving the overall circumstances of the family. They seem to want
what is best for children's growth and development; however, a long
intensive and extensive parent intervention program may not be what
can realistically fit into their busy schedules. A less structured
type of parent education program might have proven more successful.
Some federally sponsored programs have shown that the following
characteristics seem important in order to help families meet their
child care functions and to provide for their more optimum develop-
ment. Of especial importance in parent /education programs are the
following characteristics found in Karnes, Levenstein and Gordon's
Projects:
1. Frequent home visits in which parents and children are
encouraged through example and with the aid of appro-
priate materials to engage in discussions around tasks
which are progressively more difficult in order to stimulate
the child's cognitive functioning.
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2. The parent’s status as the primary agent of intervention
is given support, for intervention programs which place
the parent in a subordinate role is counter-productive.
3. All members of the family can be involved in parent
intervention programs. In this way vertical diffusion
to younger children can be maximized, and older members
too can participate as agents of intervention.
The Need for Parent Education for Parent’s
Enrolled in Day Care Centers
The concept of assisting parents to learn to employ specific
technicjues which could help raise their children’ s IQ and over—all
development has been the goal of both group pre-school programs with
parent intervention components and home-based programs (Gordon, 1972,
1973; Levenstein, 1972; Karnes, 1968; Karnes et al, 1969).
However, day care programs are unique and offer problems to
any effort to provide parent training classes. Perhaps what is needed
is a less structured form of parent education offered in the day care
center setting. Parents could be encouraged to discuss the develop-
ment of their child with the staff and should be permitted whenever
possible to participate in the program and observe their child at
work and play in the center. In this manner, parents who are employed,
going to school or need day care for reasons of their own or their
children’s inability to cope with pressures, could do so and still be
given some assistance in helping to raise their children.
The Need for Programs Which Support the
Developmental Trends In ChllHr^n
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One major belief permeating the philosophy and planning of most
programs for children is that the welfare of children can best be met
by combining comprehensive services which they need—health, nutri-
tional, social, psychological and educational. If infants and young
children are to be truly served, concern for their welfare, health
and education must be translated into services for the entire family.
In the context of curriculum for early development programs,
the physical, emotional and social needs are the same regardless of
the family. However, the ways in which these needs can best be met
vary according to the population being served. The early devel-
opment programs are founded on beliefs and assumptions about the
nature of childhood, and about the developmental processes that are
particularly basic and relevant for optimum growth and behavior of
young children (Dowley & Bromwich, 1972).
A program' s effectiveness depends on how appropriate it is to
the child's developmental level and whether or not the experiences it
provides will supplement rather than duplicate those he is receiving
elsewhere. It is necessary, as Nicholas Awastasiow notes, to match
the Early Child Development Programs to the childbearing practices of
the family and the child's level of development, in this way he
maintains that the probability that learning will take place will be
maximized. Additionally, program developers should look at day care
within the context of the kinds of services children need to grow and
develop. Careful and thoughtful attention should be given to where
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the child is coming from and what his requirements are for optimum
growth. Georgia McMurray (1976) in discussing day care program
planning believes that a major obstacle to effective programming is
its lack on continuity and future orientation.
We talk about day care in isolation, as if it
is unrelated to elementary and higher levels
of education, health and social services. In-
stead we seem to operate very narrowly, pro-
gramming our day care and early childhood
programs in accordance with current day-to-
day activities, (p. 27)
She maintains that this makes the plans for such programs restrictive
and narrow in scope.
We must find a way to refocus attention on a
longitudinal, developmental approach to early
childhood programming. We need to take a good
long and close look at what we’re doing and
determine whether the program is taking the
child anywhere in relation to both his past
and future.
In this respect any program planning for young children must con-
sider the real and significant differences among children from
different ethnic, cultural and economic groups. The values which the
group holds must be supported. Bruner reminds us, however, that it
is essential to remember that there are stages in development regard-
less of individual or cultural conditions that move forward. That
"there is a universality of human culture, which is observable in all
society and classes of children. They are: curiosity, play, play-
fulness, and anticipation" (Bruner, 1970). The fostering of these
characteristics should be incorporated in planning programs for child-
ren in all developmental levels.
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Over a decade ago, J. McVickers Hunt (1961) posed the problem
of the match in describing the connection between the child's intel-
lectual organization and the teaching environment. Thus, giving im-
portance to educational programs which support the developmental trend
in children.
SUMMARY
Accumulating evidence suggests that parents have a great amount
of influence upon the behavior and development of their children,
especially their cognitive and academic achievement. Also, programs
^hich teach parents skills in educating their children can be effective
supplements or alternatives to pre-school education. However, the per-
vasive conditions of poverty under which more than 17 million children
in America exist, does not allow their families to provide adequately
for their development. This condition as well as the fact that more
than 6^5 million children under the age of six have mothers who work or
study full-time mandates the need for more comprehensive and develop-
mental day care programs.
Parent education and other supportive systems for family care
should be a part of the day care center program, but this system must
be flexible and include a variety of arrangements geared to variable
schedules and needs of parents. In addition to meeting these needs
the program should account for the general development trends in child-
ren in order to make the curriculum meaningful and helpful for the
total life of the child.
CHAPTER III
Procedures
This chapter contains a detailed discussion of the procedures
used for this investigation,
1. The Development of the Parents Curriculum Guide
2. Development of the Needs Assessment and Questionnaire
3. Development of Assessment Measurements
4. Description of the Training Program
5. Description of the Assessment Procedure
Parent Curriculum Guide
This guide was developed in conjunction with the day care
center's educational consultant. Emphasis was placed on the construc-
tion of knowledge through the use of problem solving processes. The
Guide presented a variety of activities for parents to use to assist
their children to explore and discover relationships in their environ-
ment through observing, questioning and listening. Problematic situa-
tions were a part of the activities that the child was motivated to
solve through the process of relating events and objects and discovering
similarities and differences. The curriculum emphasized the use of
action schemas by manipulating objects and using this information to
construct new relationships and new knowledge. Activities focused
on problems that helped the child become aware of relationships using
concepts of time, space and causality. For example, mothers were
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encouraged Co engage in activities with their children aa many times
asposslble-when preparing dinner, watching television, reading,-
etc.—and to:
Take objects such as buttons, peas, toothpicks,
paper clips, stones, and ask your child: Will
you arrange these things into several groups
from one to ten? How does each group differ
from the one before and the one after? (Your
child may count each thing in each grouping and
determine that the objects will differ on the
basis of one; your child may categorize the groups
on the basis of some characteristic of the objects,
for example, putting all things of wood into
groups; however, the child will begin to discover
that in each grouping from one through ten the
difference between each group is that it is one
less than the one after and one more than the
one before—and that this difference doesn’t de-
pend on what objects are used in the groups.)
The parents were instructed in the Guide to create at least two
activities to do with their children at home each week. There was an
evaluation form which parents were requested to utilize to assess the
effectiveness of these activities. This was done for the purpose of
motivating the parents as well as having some method for evaluating
the parents use of the Guide, Most of the activities described
problematic situations that would be common in homes and neighborhood;
by doing these, parents would become more aware of other times and
events where they could pose problems for their children, helping
them to construct new knowledge.
Development of Parent Questionnaire
and Needs Assessment
This questionnaire and needs assessment was developed
to assess what parents felt were their greatest need in the
in order
area of
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child rearing and child development, with their kindergarten aged
children. The questionnaire was based on a survey used by Harvard
Preschool Project (Watts et al., 1973).
Parents were asked to rate themselves on their skills in work-
ing with their children in the following areas:
1. Their knowledge of child development patterns.
2. Their skills in creative expression.
3. Their use of positive approaches to disciplining their child.
4. Specific child rearing methods.
Also surveyed were questions related to the frequency of certain
interactions parents had with their children, for example;
1. How often do you and your child go shopping?
2. How often does your child watch television?
3. How often do you watch television with your child? What pro-
grams do you watch? Do you and your child discuss the pro-
grams before or after viewing them?
4. Does your child talk a great deal to you?
5. Are you trying to develop certain social skills in your child?
In general, what qualities are you trying to develop? How
are you doing this?
The information obtained from the survey enabled the program
developer to specify the area of concentration for the training program.
The broad category of problem solving was decided on since it was
developmentally based, incorporated the concerns of parents as assessed
by the questionnaire, and because it covered a range of abilities that
were helpful for adaptation in many situations.
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At each training session, the weekly behavioral goals were dis-
cussed in detail. Parents participated in specific activities to
reinforce the goals set forth. For example, mothers worked directly
with the child to reinforce concepts learned in small group meetings
with other parents, also home work assignments from the previous week
were reviewed and evaluated.
Description of Assessment Procedures
In order to ascertain the effectiveness of the treatment, it
had to be decided what factors in the parent’s behavior were altered
as a result of the treatment. Since the major goals were to effect
their problem solving abilities and to become aware of how to use and
Iiicrease their children’s abilities, the pre— and post—evaluative
measurements tested for these specific abilities. The two measures
were administered for the pre-assessment and for the post-assessment
to determine the amo;juit of change in parent’s behaviors.
The pre-training assessment was administered in April and the
post-training in August. A Saturday was selected and parents and
their children came to the day care center at different time periods
of two hours each. During this period the assessment measures were
administered. Prior to the two assessment sessions, a selected group
of staff from the day care center were chosen to set up the testing
situation and to rate the behavior of parents and children. These
staff individuals were trained for the rating process, and the same
individuals were used for the pre- and post-assessment.
It has been hypothesized that the goal of increasing parents
and children’s problem solving behaviors could be obtained in a
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training program operated at the day care center site, and that this
goal would be observable through an increase of problem solving
behaviors. These behaviors were assessed through the "What Would
You Do?" Questionnaire and the Parent-Child Problem Solving En-
counters Test.
Chapter IV will present an analysis of the data derived from
the two measurements to assess for the degree of this hypothesis.
Development of Assessment Measurement
What Would You Do^?" Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire was to assess the ability of
parents to choose a solution which provided the most opportunities
to utilize the seven problem solving behaviors. Out of a group of
three choices one was the best for it utilized more of the behaviors
for solution to a problem. If the parents chose the best solution
(incorporated more problem solving behaviors)
,
they were given 8
points, 7 points for the second best alternative and 6 points for
the third. The What Would You Do Questionnaire had fifteen common
activities that would occur in the home and that described a problem-
atic situation which the parent or parent-child dyad could solve in
several different ways. After reading the situation, the parents were
to choose one of the three alternatives for resolving the conflict.
Parent-Child Problem Solving
Encounters Assessment
Since no existing assessment of parent-child interaction in
problem solving situations could be found, a measurement scale had to
be developed to assess how the parent-child dyad utilized the seven
behaviors.
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The design was based upon six different play activities often
found in pre-school centers. A rating scale which assessed the number
of questions asked plus the number of minutes spent in observing
before beginning that activity, was developed.
The six play areas were art table, balloon table, sand and water
tables, sacks and letters and blocks. Eight trained raters observed
each mother and child and rated them (see Appendix E )
.
The format used for the problem solving encounters included six
mother-child dyads in one of the six activity centers for a period
of fifteen minutes with rotation to a new activity until all six
activity areas had been completed. A rating scale was used to assess
behaviors at each area. The purpose of the rating scale was to stand-
ardize an observation and to secure a quantitative appraisal. Possible
questions which parents and children asked one another while interacting
in the problem solving encounters were listed. If asked, Yes-No Column
was marked. Other questions were listed and rated in terms of their
reflection of the problem solving process used in the training. For
each encounter, the number of questions asked were totalled for each
parent child dyad.
The Description of the Training Program
Each week parents participated in a small group training class
which was held at various times during the day, the noon hour, after
noon, and evening sessions. These classes were taught by the trainer
and an assistant who was a member of the teaching staff. Each class
session covered different objectives, for example, the objective for
the first class session was to introduce the concepts to be covered
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during the entire training-the seven behavioral objectives listed
below.
The lessons consisted of the use of lectures, discussions,
role playing and child and parent verbal interaction around activi-
ties that fostor skills of observation questioning and listening.
These were based directly on the seven behavioral objectives defined
as goals of the training program. The seven goals were:
1. Parents and children will learn to increase their obser-
vational skills.
Parents were helped to learn techniques towards the
development of observation, that is, observation for
understanding. This objective was defined as being
aware of the situation where the behavior is occur-
ring in order to ascertain why the child responds
in that manner.
2. Parents and children will learn to increase their ability
to ask questions.
Emphasis was placed on the importance of asking the kind
of questions which will help the parent to understand
what the child is thinking. Parents will also be helped
to know how items and events in the home situation can be
used for children’s problem solving.
3. Parents and children will learn to use language (speaking
and listening) around the skills of relating comparing and
organizing activities.
Parents were trained to use words to refer to what the child
is doing and playing, words which describe their actions
when doing something. They are also helped to model lin-
quistic patterns simultaneously with the action patterns.
4. Parents and children will learn to increase their skills
to relate and compare things and events in daily environment.
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Parents were helped to understand that comparing and
relating are significant procedures in problem solving
and that they are a special kind of observation. Com-paring means examining two or more experiences and
thinking about the properties as to how they are
siMlar and how they differ. Relating is showing the
relationship between the two.
i.e. In examining a Tpieoe of string and a rubber
hand children can be asked to tell how they
are similar—how different, or how they can
be used.
5. Parents and children will learn to understand each other’s
perspective and way of viewing a problem situation.
are trained to assist their child in improving
their problem solving abilities by: knowing how he/she
thinks, at what level they can relate" things to each
other, think of alternatives and know what can or cannot
be changed. With this kind of information, the parent
will understand that many times a child's responses are
not wrong but based on how he/ she perceives and understands
a situation which they learn (from observation) was quite
different from how they (the parents) perceive and
understand many situations.
6. Parents and children will learn to make choices on the basis
of concrete evidence and give a logical (rational reason for
that choice)
.
Through a variety of activities parents are trained to under-
stand why they should help their children base the choices
on what is real and concrete. This is easier for a child to
understand and when based on that factor, children are more
apt to make correct choices. Parents were shown the importance
of helping the child verbalize the reasons for making a
certain choice.
7.
Parents and children will learn to consider alternative
answers and solutions to problems.
In this behavior, parents are shown that there is usually
more than one manner of doing something, and the way to
find out what is best is the process of relating each
solution to the problem and thinking about or acting out
the consequences of using that solution.
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The major Instruments of treatment were the three training
class sessions and the monthly home visits. The goal of the training
classes was the emphasis upon the basic concepts of problem solving-
keen observation, listening and questioning through an understanding
of the seven behavioral goals. Besides those, mothers were shown
through modelling, the kinds of behavior that fosters the type of
relationship with her child that leads to optimum learning. She was
also encouraged to verbally interact often with her child around
interesting activities, i.e. (those found in the home Curriculum
Guide) to give good explanations and to show approval of the child's
efforts (Levenstein, 1972a).
related in importance to the class sessions were the
monthly home visits made by the trainer. It was on those occasions
that the mother and child were observed working on problem solving
activities from the Curriculum Guide. The trainer answered questions,
showed modelling behavior to reinforce learnings.
CHAPTER IV
Analysis of the Data
This dissertation was a study of the effectiveness of a four
month training program for the development of parents and children’s
problem solving abilities.
Thirteen of the nineteen parents enrolled in the training pro-
gram did not complete the full session. Their reasons for dropping
out and how this relates to those who remained is one issue to be
discussed, also, what implications this may have for parent-education
in day care centers where parents were working or attending school on
a full time basis. Two sources of information will be scrutinized in
an attempt to understand the unique factors which influenced the
decision of these mothers (Demographic Data and a post-training Tele-
phone Interview) . At the same time this source will give some indi-
cation of why the six mothers were able to complete the training with
evident gains.
From this data analysis some issues will be focused on in the
final chapter of this dissertation and will include a discussion of
why some parents did not complete the program, why other mothers were
able to complete it, and what factors seem to be related to both groups.
This discussion will help provide information on development and ef-
fectiveness of parent education programs for day care centers where
parents are either working or going to school full time.
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Demographic Data
The demographic data on the two groups of mothers who comprised
the studies population-Group I (completed training) and Group 11
(did not complete full training)—is shown in Table 1. An analysis
of this data reveals that the educational level of the mothers who
completed training to be higher than those who did not. In fact, all
mothers from Group I had had at least one year of college, whereas,
eleven of thirteen Group II mothers, were high school graduates. It
is possible that Group I mothers from their college experiences had
developed some positive patterns of response to meeting class sched-
ules, home work assignments and general teacher expectations.
Four of the mothers from Group 1 had husbands in the home,
which meant that presumably, they had additional help in the form of
babysitters and transportation assistance. At least one mother re-
ceived encouragement from her spouse in achieving the training goal.
(He attended two of the class sessions with her.)
In Group II, only four of the thirteen families had fathers
present in the home. The other nine were single females who were
heads of households.
In regard to the income level of the two groups, four Group I
families reported income at $10,000. Two were paying tuition to
the day care center. No families in Group II had incomes that high.
The housing status also showed a variance between the two groups.
Five of the families in Group I were buying their own homes, whereas,
in Group II, ten of the thirteen parents rented and lived in apart-
ments. Three mothers in Group II were currently on welfare.
AO
Table 1
Demographic Data Group I~~Group II
(6) Parents who completed training (13) Parents who dropped out of
Parent training
A. Family Characteristic A. Family Characteristics
Intact Family A Intact Family A
Single Parent 2 Single Parent 9
B. Employment Status B. Employment Status
Working A Working 10
Student 2 Student 0
Other 0 Case Work* 1
Other 2
C. Number of Children in Family C. Number of Children in Family
2 3 7 2
3 2 2 3
3 1 A 1
D. Educational Level D. Educational Level
of mothers)
3 yrs. College 1 High School 11
2 yrs. College 2 B.S. Degree 1
1 yr. College 3 1 yr. College 1
E. Housing Status E. Housing Status
Rents 1 Rents 10
Own Home 5 Own Home 3
F. Socio-Econ. Level F. Socio-Econ. Level
$10,000-above A $10, 000-above 0
$6000-$8500 2 $6000-$8500 10
Below $6000 3
Welfare**
*Work. status deferred because of medical need of child or parent.
**Receiving welfare subsidies.
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This information shows that all of the mothers in Group I
were not as solid economically disadvantaged as those in Group II.
Their circumstances often were reported to be unstable, with hus-
bands periodically "laid off" from work, causing their incomes to
plummet well below the $10,000 figure that they reported. Even
though there were four intact families as part of Group II, all
families in Group II had incomes under $7500 including the nine
women heads of households in the same group.
Therefore, this demographic information does indicate that the
Group I mothers were living in "better" circumstances, and had more
education than mothers in Group II. These differences may be related
to the fact that Group I mothers stayed in the program, however,
the differences are not great enough, nor is there information of
what these differences meant in terms of daily living. Also, the
groups are not large enough to suggest that demographic circumstances
were the main factors for the differences in participation. It was
important to add to this demographic information more data that could
be compared with it, and then with the participation differences of
the two groups for determining important relationships.
Post-Training Telephone Interview
The problem of finding answers to the question of why parents
dropped out of the Training Program seemed best answered by asking
them directly. Consequently, it was decided to develop a question-
naire and to find a neutral person (preferably a parent who had
completed the training) to make the interviews via telephone. It
was also felt that a similar inquiry should be made to mothers who
A2
completed the training in order
the two groups
.
to make a comparative assessment of
The following questions were put to the thirteen mothers in
Group II (those who did not complete the training)
.
1. Why did you drop out of the training program?
2. Did the political climate at the center (controversy between
parents and board) effect your decision?
3. Did you benefit in any way from your limited involvement in
the training program? Specify.
4. Did the trainer visit your home to observe you and your
child engaging in activities from the Curriculum Guide?
How beneficial was the session to you and your child?
5. Explain the ways this program could have been made more
interesting and/or meaningful to you.
6. Under what conditions could you have completed the training
program?
7. What would you have changed regarding the training program
to have motivated you to have completed the program?
8. What do you recall as being the most interesting feature
or component of the training?
Parents who completed four months training program were asked the
following set of questions by the telephone interviewer.
1. Why did you decide to participate in the parent training
program in problem solving? Were you satisfied with the
results? Please explain in what ways.
2. Were you able to develop any additional insights or skills
as a result of your participation in the P.T.P.? Please
specify.
A3
3. Discuss how these skills helped you to become a more ef-
fective parent—more effective teacher of your child.
A. Explain how often and under what circumstances you utilized
the Home Curriculum Guide with your child.
5. What motivated you to continue as a participant in the
training program?
6. In what ways do you think that the political climate at the
Early Childhood Centers (Parents vs Board) interferred with
the training program.
7. Even though you completed the training, it was often diffi-
cult for you to attend all the scheduled sessions. What
would you recommend should be done in the future to get
sustained participation and attendance in parent training
programs?
8. Specify in what ways the training program could have been
made more meaningful—more interesting?
Discussion of the Telephone Interview
as Shown in Table 2
The Post-Training Telephone Interview proved to be a revealing
factor in assessing why some mothers dropped out of the training. It
seems that there was no one major reason, however, the fact that there
were numerous and varied causes, some positive, some negative, might
indicate that the mothers were under resourced—lacked the ability to
find alternative solutions.
How
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All of the six Group I mothers who completed the training
stated that they felt It was beneficial to them In their roles as
parents and teachers of their chilren. They also stated that both
they and their children enjoyed the sessions and activities and felt
that they had learned to better understand how their children thought
in problem situations. Seven mothers in Group II said that even
though they had only limited involvement, they felt that they had
definitely gained new insights in the importance of observation and
questioning abilities. Three stated that they gained somewhat in
this area and three flatly stated that they had not learned anything
which was beneficial to them.
There was unanimous agreement among the six Group I mothers
that the training had taught them better communication skills. They
also mentioned that they were moiE observant
,
better listeners and
asked more thoughtful questions more frequently when conversing with
their children.
When Group I mothers were asked how the program could have
been changed to have become more interesting, four felt it was
adequate and needed no changes. One parent suggested more involve-
ment of other siblings in the family, another stated that the kinder-
garten teachers could have been more integrally involved. Group II
mothers were asked the same question. Five stated that they felt it
had been interesting and did not need changing, and two felt that the
curriculum could have been more challenging for kindergarten children.
One mother expressed the desire to have had more emphasis placed on
home visits—that they should have been longer and more frequent.
A6
The question was asked of Group II mothers whether the poli-
tical atmosphere at the center had influenced their decision not to
continue in the training program. Twelve said "no," and one parent
said yes, she felt that the training program was being used as a
sotmding board to influence parents.
When Group I mothers were asked if they felt the climate at
the center had adversely influenced the participation of the other
parents, three felt it had greatly affected them, two felt it had
limited effect and only one felt it had no effect.
Mothers in Group II were questioned as to why they had dropped
out. There were a wide variety of responses. Five stated that they
tried to attend the training sessions, but that their work schedules
were such that they simply could not get home from work, accomplish
family responsibilities and make the training class. One mother
stated that she was experiencing personal problems. Another was
hospitalized with an emergency operation. Two stated unequivocally
that they were just not interested in trying to change themselves,
one saying, "I am too old to change my ways of dealing with my
children!** The other mother stated, *'My child, has been going to
this center for three years. If she hasn’t learned enough to get
through public school by now, there is nothing I can do!'* Finally,
two mothers were sending their children somewhere for vacations and
two had transportation problems.
Both groups were asked if they still used the curriculum guide
with their children. Five mothers in Group I stated that they used
it on a regular basis in conjunction with homework and family activities.
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One other stated she made up problem solving activities similar
to those in the guide. Of the five parents in Group II who had re-
ceived the Curriculum Guide, four were still using it. One had
finished all the activities with her child and given it to her sister
to use with her children. The other eight parents had not received
a Guide because they stopped regular attendance in the training program
What Would You Do Questionnaire
This test was designed to measure parents ability to choose the
correct solution for some simple activities that they could engage in
with their children around the home. They were to choose one of three
possible answers, the correct one included one or more of the seven
specific problem solving behaviors. The answers to each of the fifteen
questions were weighted in terms of the amount of problem solving be-
havior, they recieved eight points, the next response received seven
points and the third alternative, for example, the one with the least
amount of problem solving behavior received six points.
Table 3 gives raw scores for the Pre- and Post- "What Would You
Do? Questionnaire and the rank ordering for each participant.
Discussion
For three children, HL, FO, and NE, their rank ordering in
terms of the total number of questions asked, pre- and post-training,
remained the same. The other three’s ranking changed with JE dropping
from fourth to fifth place pre- and post-. NE dropped from third to
fourth place, pre- and post-, and HA sixth to third place, pre- and
post-. It is difficult to determine the individual effects versus
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Table 3
What Would You Do Questionnaire
Pre--Test
Raw Scores
Post-
-Test
Amount of Change
Rank Ordering
JE 71 WE 100 JE 21-1-6
FO 42 JE 92 WE 61 -f- 2
WE 39 HA 88 FO 24 5
JO 31 HO 80 JO 37 4
HO 24 JO 68 HO 56-1-3
HA 24 FO 66 HA 64-1-1
A score of 120 is the best possible for this test, i.e., a
person could receive 8 points for each of the 15 questions.
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the training program from this rank ordering. By comparing the rank
ordering of amount of change scores, it appears that the training
program was most important, for three of the children, since HA, the
child with the least number of questions asked (pre-testing) became
third highest on the post-testing. For the amount of change, JO,
who was ranked fifth in the total number of questions asked pre- and
post-training, was in second place for the amount of change rank
ordering and NE who was third and fourth for the total number was third
for the amount of change. For the other children, their amount of
change was not as great, although they asked more questions, pre- and
post-. Therefore, there is some evidence for individual effects by
comparing the rank ordering on amounts of change for mothers and
children. It appears that there is more consistency between the two
ranks, and therefore more evidence that the program had a greater effect.
Mothers and children NE and JO, remained in the top half. Mothers
and children, FO, and HO remained in the bottom half. Mother and
children, HA and JE changed their relative positions.
This data also offered some evidence to indicate what Effect the
Situation (i.e., the testing environment) might have had on the mother'.s
and children’s question asking behaviors. The analysis of the rank
ordering indicated that the training program had a greater effect than
both individual differences and the situation.
The rank ordering of number of seconds spent in observing was
not done since this variable proved to be more difficult to measure
and therefore less reliable. Although the analysis of pre-/post-
scores did show a positive change.
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Appendix 1 presents a further analysis of the Parent/Chlld
Problem Solving Encounters. A rank ordering of mothers' and children's
number of questions asked pre- and post-testing and the amount of
change are presented in order to determine if those Individual mothers
and children who asked the least number of questions are the same
mothers and children who asked the least number of questions on the
post-assessment
.
Table 4 shows that for all the mothers, as a group and individually,
there was a significant difference in the scores they received on
the questionnaire, thus indicating that the Training and Curriculum
Guide had positive effects. The analysis of rank ordering of raw
scores, pre- and post-training, does not clearly suggest that either
the program or individual differences had a greater effect. By com-
paring the rank ordering of the change scores with the rank ordering of
the post-training scores, there is more indication that the training
program had a greater effect than individual differences, since the
^^®l3.tive rankings remain almost the same for five of the six mothers.
However, since the amount of the scores received changed from pre- and
post-training, especially for four mothers, it appears very significant.
There is evidence that the training program and Curriculum Guide had
the most positive effect.
In reflecting upon the varied reasons parents in Group II gave
for dropping out of the training program before its completion, it
appears that some of them are similar to the problems of this type
of the population. Group II represented a lower socio-economic level
of economically disadvantaged parents whose children attended the day
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Table 4
Children's Pre- and Post-Questioning Scores
Pre-Test Post-Test Amount of Change Rank Ordering
HO - 17 HO - 24 7+ 1. HA - 19+
FO - 12 FO - 22 10+ 2. JO - 13+
NE - 8 NE - 17 12+ 3. NE - 12+
JE - 4 JE - 15 11+ 4. JE - 11+
JO - 3 JO - 16 13+ 5. FO - 10+
HA - 1 HA - 20 19+ 6. HO - 7+
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care center. Many of their responses reflected prototype behavior
typical of lower socio-economic members. For example, they may not
have had adequate opportunities to develop a positive self-image,
nor they may not have appreciated the objectives of the program or
what It may have led to in other areas of their lives. It has been
suggested that poor people sometimes need concrete rewards to rein-
force their ability to achieve a goal, and to sustain interest. Merle
Karnes (1969a)
, recognized this and offered incentives to low Income
mothers who would participate in her mother's training program. This
incentive was $1.50 per hour for baby sitter costs and transportation.
The findings of researchers Morans and Lourie (1967) which
showed that there was a wide variation in the ability of poor mothers
to cope with the depressive inadequacies of their existence, so as to
positively effect the children's learning, supports some of the find-
ings from the Telephone Interview and Demographic Data. It is possible
that Group II mothers reached a higher level of frustration with their
additional responsibilities of attending a Training Program, plus the
burdens of being the head of a household and managing on insufficient
incomes. Morans and Lotirie (1967) showed this in their data. Also,
since the dropout time was different for each mother in Group II, there
is some indication that stress due to situational factors affected
their participation, since individuals in general, respond differently
to stress factors.
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The analysis of the data gathered from the two assessments
for the six mothers and children who completed the program indicated
that the training at the day care center, the home visitations and
the parent’s use of the Curriculum Guide had a positive effect on the
mothers and children's problem solving behavior. The analysis does
not indicate which factor was most effective, for example, the train-
ing, or the home visitation, or the Curriculum Guide.
To oonalude, the analysis of the information of those mothers
and children who completed the program and of those who did not
complete the training was more related to their sooio-eaonomia and
family conditions than to the program itself. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the data showing the changes for those mothers and children
who did complete the program since these differences were great.
Also, mothers in both groups reported that they enjoyed the initial
training sessions in the day care center and the use of the Curriculum
Guide. Therefore, there is evidence to suggest that the Training
Program and the Curriculum Guide are effective for some socio-economic
disadvantaged mothers who are enrolled in government supported day care
centers and who are working and attending school full time.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This chapter will present a summary discussion of several fea-
tures of the study and will attempt to draw some conclusions regard-
ing parent-education programs for day care centers for socio-economic
disadvantaged parents.
Review of the Study
Nineteen parents of children attending kindergarten class
P^-fticipated in this Parent Education Training Program. Thirteen
completed only a portion of the program, failing to complete the
post evaluation assessment. Six mothers and their kindergarten age
children completed the parent education program. The analysis of the
evaluation data was presented in the preceding chapter. At this time,
it seems appropriate to review the main goals and format of the train-
ing program. Parents and children who completed the program showed
positive gains in the development of problem-solving behaviors; also
some of the parents who completed only a portion of the program indi-
cated that they considered their partial involvement to have been
effective.
It was felt by the program developer that problem solving was
a significant area of concentration, because it is developmentally
based and because these behaviors encompass the specific concerns
raised by parents in the Needs Assessment, and cover a wide range of
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both cognitive and affective skills. The format of the program
consisted of three small group training classes. These were held
at the kindergarten classroom at the day care center over a three
week period and followed by three monthly home visits. A Parent
Curriculum Guide consisting of approximately fifty problem-solving
activities was given to parents as well as homework assignments and
evaluation forms.
The goal of the program was for parents and their children to
acquire seven specific problem solving behaviors which were:
1. Learning to increase their observational skills.
2. Learning to ask new and different kinds of questions.
3. Learning to use language behaviors for relating, comparing
and organizing objects and events.
4. Learning to increase their skills to relate and compare
things and events in their daily environments by solving
problems.
5. Learning to better understand each other’s perspective and
way of viewing a problem situation.
6. Learning to make better choices on the basis of concrete
evidence
.
7. Learning to consider alternative answers and solutions to
problems.
This educational intervention program presented in three weekly
sessions consisted of lectures, role playing, modeling behaviors,
interaction between mothers and children in their classroom around
problem solving activities and group discussions. All seven of the
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defined behavioral goals were covered during this period. Parents
were given the Curriculum Guide to utilize over the next three months.
Homework assignments from the Curriculum Guide were distributed; the
evaluation forms were returned to the kindergarten teacher and the
trainer on a weekly basis.
Monthly home visits were made to assess the progress of parents
and children around activities in the Curriculum Guide. As a result
of this four month training program, six mothers and their children
showed positive gains in their problem solving behaviors. This evi-
dence indicated that the study achieved limited success. Some of the
t^i^been parents who completed partial amounts of the training program
also benefited as many concluded in the Post-Training Telephone Inter-
view. Therefore, the training format and the content of training,
for example, the focus of problem solving behaviors, seems to be
relevant for parents of young children. It will be worthwhile to
test the particular program in the day care situation to determine how
effective it can be in relation to other demographic and situational
factors that characterize parents in day care programs.
A Comparison of Four Outstanding Parent Intervention
Programs With This Research Study
Several researchers have attempted to determine how the child’s
response to 'intewent'ion was influenced by the degree of deprivation
of his family. Herzog and colleagues (1972a, 1972b) studied children
from disadvantaged families who were enrolled in intervention programs.
She attempted to isolate the variables which would differentiate the
teveZs of deipTivatton within this relatively homogeneous group. She
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found two factors which she believed made a difference: the number
of years of education of the mother, and the ratio of persons per
room in the home. Herzog found that children in the less deprived
group gained more from the program, and retained it longer. She re-
ported these findings in a paper entitled, "The Less They Have, The
Less They Learn" (1972a, 1972b). This concept by Herzog is supported
by the results of the four well-known parent intervention projects
sited below, as well as, the outcome of this research study.
Phyllis Levenstein’s successful study had a sample which was
less disadvantaged than that of Karnes', Gray's or Weikart's. The
education of parents in her project was eleventh grade.
However, in one of her control groups, those children who attained
the highest increase in IQ were from families where none of the
fathers were absent from the home, all of the mothers had finished
high school, the size of the families were small, and none of the
families were on welfare. Whereas, in Gray's Study, the families
selected did not possess any of the above characteristics. Conse-
quently, the gains in children's IQ's were much lower, which again
supports Herzog's thesis.
Looking at the results of this study may also lend support.
All Group II mothers (did not complete the program) in comparison to
Group I mothers (completed the program) had lower incomes—under
$7500. Nine families had no fathers present and three were on welfare.
These social and motivational characteristics of deprivation in
response to this intervention study tended to support the theory, The
Less They Have, The Less They Learn.
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Merle Karnes* sample was more economically disadvantaged than
Levenstein’s, however, she introduced a variable which may have
helped sustain the interest of her mothers, thus allowing for her
project to succeed. She provided them incentives in the form of a
stipend of $1.50 per hour to attend the class sessions. The emphasis
of her curriculum, like Levenstein’s, Gray's and Weikart's, was on
guided involvement of the mother and child dyad as an interactive
system around cognitively structured activities.
Curriculum Emphasis
In the studies of group intervention projects by Gray and
(1968, 1970), both had samples from extremely deprived
families, however, the emphasis was away from the parent as primary
agent of intervention, and on the group pre-school program. This
shift was even more pronounced in Weikart's Study where the home
visitor's role was defined as the expert tutor—thus de-emphasizing
the importance of the mother and her role of educator of her child.
This, in combination with the fact that the samples were very dis-
advantaged, may well be why the children of Gray's and Weikart's
projects failed to attain the level of gains as in Levenstein's
and Karnes '
.
The curriculum of this experimental program which stressed the
development of enduring relationship between mother and child around
cognitively challenging tasks proved to be beneficial to all Group I
parents and chidlren as shown by the evaluative data of this study.
However, the parents in Group II of this study differed from the
sample in the four experimental programs described above for they were
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full day care parents who were working or going to school full tine.
This factor complicated the implementation of a parent education
program. Also, the fact that certain of these parents (Group II)
were less able to cope with their oppressive environment, because
they were under additional stress (sole heads of households, working
eight hours per day, and living on poverty level Incomes) further
compounded the implementation of the program.
Results from this study imply that an intensive parent education
component as part of the day care center program will be a difficult,
but not impossible feat to implement, for structured programs of this
nature require stamina, motivation and commitment on the part of parent
who are enrolled. These characteristics may well be the very ones
that many disadvantaged parents do not have.
The researchers knowledge of the families involved, plus the re-
sults of evaluative data have allowed her to draw certain conclusions
about parent training programs in day care centers. They are:
Parent education although beneficial—should not be con-
sidered in terms of a monolithic concept that can or should
be prescribed for all parents in an economically disadvan-
taged population. Just as in the middle class sector, some
parents need and will benefit from parent education, others
will not.
2. Participation in Parent Education Programs must be a self
selected procedure in order to succeed. Motivation in terms
of interest and attitude is a high predictor of success.
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3. Parents who are in the lowest level of economic deprivation
have needs which are environmental in nature. Placing em-
phasis upon an educational training can be counter-productive
until families’ basic needs for security are met.
4. Programs for economically disadvantaged day care parents
must take into account the varied pressures which effect
their lives and place limits on the time and energy.
Conclusion
Results from this research study indicated that the objectives
for the training program for parents and children were valid, and
that in combination with certain socio-economic circumstances, parti-
cipatory parents can reach these objectives. However, this study
also showed that although the training format and content of the
training may be valid, it is not appropriate for all parents. It
appears that parents with low incomes who are mothers, single heads
of households, and particularly minority members, have more situa-
tional stress that can prevent them from successfully completing the
program.
In addition, parents whose children are enrolled in government
financed (usually Title XX) day care programs may have other compli-
cations because of the eligibility requirements. The right of their
children to attend fully subsidized day care is directly dependent
upon parent’s work status or economic status (must be proverty level
making under (7500 per year for a family of four) . They must be em-
ployed, in school or in training programs leading towards employment.
As a consequence most day care parents may have less time to devote to
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educational goals for their children and themselves, even if they
are aware of the possible benefits and have the interest to attend.
When parents are employed or attending school full time, their
scheduleso ften do not allow them enough time to complete a long~term
parent training program.
To conclude, the parent-training program which was researched
in this dissertation was designed for a day care center's group of
parents and children for increasing and utilizing their problem solv-
ing behaviors. This training program could be considered neither a
success nor a failure. Six mothers out of the sample of nineteen
successfully completed the training, and the evaluative data showed
that for all of them their problem solving behavior significantly
improved. In addition, even though the other thirteen parents did not
complete the training, a few of them indicated in the Telephone Inter-
view, that they benefited from the limited training sessions, home
visits and Parent Curriculum Guide, This study did show that in addi-
tion to a meaningful curriculum and training procedure, a parent edu-
cation program has to adapt more to the individual circumstances of the
families enrolled. This finding has been indicated in a number of
studies on parent education and ^involvement. Whether a program can
ever be developed that has valid objectives, as well as meeting the
varied unique circumstances of families is a major question. This re
search, however, given the findings of this study is in a much better
position to continue to work on solving this problem.
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ear Parents:
Wb have encouraged and usually had a good level oF parent
^P®^ion at the Early Childhood Centers oF Greater Spring-
Field, Inc. We know that many parents are already highly in-
volved with their children’s development. However, oFton they
are not very knowledgeable about the most sFFective ways to
help in their child’s learning.
We realize that the needs oF parents are not similar. We
would like to make a careFul assessment oF your speciFic needs
and interest in this area. Based on this inFormation, we will
then be able to set up a Pilot Program in Parent Education de-
signed speciFically For you parents oF our kindergarten child-
ren at this center.
Will you please take the next Few minutes here with us
to caraFully answer the questions in the questionnaire. We
will be here to assist you in;.- what '.aver way you tnay need.
Sincerely,.
LHL/sj
Lucile H.
Executive
Layton
Director
alie 69
PARENT 3UE3TI0NNAIRE S NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Name:
Address:
Name oF your child in kindergarten at Early Childhood:
How long has your child attended Early Childhood?
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you go shopping?
£7 daily
£7 weekly
£7 monthly
£7 less than once a month
ZI7 never
About how often do you talk
she has seen on TV?
£7 daily
£7 weekly
£7 monthly
£7 less than once a month
£7 never
3. IF your child asks ycu a question you can't answer, abouthow often do you try to find the answer by looking in aboo
/ '' Always
/ / Usually
£7 Onca in a while
/ / Not often
/ / Never
4. About how much do you talk to your child at meal time?
/ / A great deal
/ / Once a month
/ / Some
/ / JList a little
/ / Not much
5. About how often do you take your child on s trip out of
town?
/ / Once a week
/ / “!ce a month
/ / A fev; timer- a year
/ / Less than once a year
rj Never
/
71
m
R.
he house, about how often does he/shea book on magazine? n o
Almost every day
Often
/I7 Once in a v;hile
/Z7 Seldom
/ / Never
what to do around
choose to look at
7. Do you and your child look at books together?
e. IF this a regular part oF your schedule?
9. important to your child's learning?
10 ,
^ pr=tCres?'''’^ loo-'ing
11
. Is your child trying to learn to read?
12. How do you help in this process?
How much dc you read to your child?
/ / A great deal
/ / Quite a bit
£7 Some
/ / Just a little
/ / Net at all
additional skills in helping yourchild learn to read or understand the meaning oF urards?
Explain
Ooes your child watch TV regularly? Which programs?
o you regulate which shows your child watches? How muchhe watches?
o you feel you could benefit from knowing more about
selection of TV programs for children?
Ea^h child is unique, of course, and each has different
skills or some things he does better than other things.
Wh:3t is your child like as far as different skills are
concerned?
Language C speech 3 development. Does he/she talk a great
deal to you or other adults? / / yes / / no
With other children? / / yes / / no
Does he reason things out?
Is hey she good with h_is hands Cbuilding or making things]?
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10
id you or some member of thehim/her teaching him/har these things?'^
yss / / no
Draws pictures
rj Colors in coloring books
SociaJ skills; Does he. get along with adults?
yes / / no
With other children? jTJ yes fj no
Are you trying to develop certain skills m your child?
How are you trying to do this?
19
.
portent trdevef° Five years are im-xa co developing certain skills?
Explain
SO
reJpeSt?""""’'^^"^
® ^ ^ ^hild in this
In gensrsi, what qualities are you trying to develoo/
encourage in your child?
How are you trying to do this?
What about qualitias you are not too pleased with? Doesyour child have any? What?
How do you deal with these?
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»•
rv perento do in o child-
s
Five years oF liFe is important to a child- a poraonality?
i(<hst are "the mos^ important things a parent should do for3 child in thig respect?
23,. If your child graduates from High School, what do you
expect are his or her chances of getting a g6od job?
/ / Excellent
Good
/ / Fair
/ / Poor
/ / Very poor
24 . In general, what kinds of grades do you expect your child
to get from school as he/she continues on?
/"~7 Excellent
/^/ Above average
/*~7 Average
/ / Selow average
/ / Failing
25", How often does your child see you reading books, papers
cr magazines?
rj Daily
/ / Weekly
/ / Monthly
/ ^ More than one daily and weekly
/"^ None
SB. Can you think of any specific events or circumstances that
have had an effect on your child’s personality?
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27. How of-ten do you visit with friends who live in a different
psrt of the city than you?
/~7 Daily
/"y Weekly
/""y Monthly
/ / Less ,than once a month
/ / Never
EB. How often does your child help his/her father when he is
working on a project?
/ / Very often
/~~7 Quite often
/ / Sometimes
/”y Not often
/ / Never
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SELF.EVALUATTnNi
R«e"yoirseTF Fr™ children?
the hLh«°° being the loweet end C 53 bei^
1
.
2.
3
.
M
is.
My knowledge ab^t the way children grow and developphysical ly, socially, and emotionally, / 7 *
Oo I L!se a positive approach in handing my child? / /
Ability to remain controlled in difficult situatio^ /
—
7
Ability to use good judgement in emergencies. / 7
child^'^'^/^^
materials in the ome to use with your
s
i^Check any of the following that you would be interested
I
I
I would like to learn .more about a child’s...
in.
/ / physical growth
£7 social development
/ / intellectual development
/ / ail areas
I
appendix b 77
WilAT aOULD YSU CQ?
Activity
Cut out shapes that could make the different alphabet let-
lens; i.c.', straight lines^ long and short, and half cir-
cles, big and little.
?'!Bterials
Cardboard or heavy paoer
What would you do?
1. Take the shapes, e.g. , 2 straight lines, cne long
ons short and a small half circle and make the let-
ter
,
then as!*-: the child to repeat the name of
the letter.
2. Usa the shape on a piece of paper and rrks a picture,
then ask the child ‘Vhat you made.
3. G.l'/e ynur nhj ia a Few strios end circles and then
as!<r
,
"What iarters can you make v.'j.f'* thasc? oisoes? ’
Ansvjer
Activity
'"^‘iater ials
A clothesline at child's heignt and 2o ciothaspins
What would you do?
Print a letter of the alphabet on each clothespin,.
letters written on them on the floor
put the G'.nthespinB on the line in c
to Z] and then ask, ’ Can you henj ur
How v/ill you know y.here to hang the different
iscter
Answer
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Act. C V 1 tv
Old comic books’, coloring books, or resdy-to-be discarded
picture books, scissors, paste or glue, heavy paper, or
csrriboard.
What wcuid you do?
1. riace a sequencE of pictures on ths tab is that tail
a story and ask your child to tall trsa story using
ths picturos that ore laid out,
2. Ask the child to tell a story using tnc pictures on
the tsole,
2. Place thE p.-.ct-:rss on a tebie or on tha floor, cut
of order and asx, ”Cen you usa these pictures to
tail e storr-? Put then in an crdsr sc tnet they
cei-i ^-rjur story.’*
,
”Hcv; vi’ouid
irs,
3 . Ask the child, ‘'How do the blocks anc. cups
gc tcgetner
Acti v.i ty
•>l£terials
Unsorted clean clothes
What would you do?
1. Shew your oitiid the seosr
sort laundry: Morn's pile
pile, etc.
,rats pi iss you make when you
’e, Cynthia® s pile, the towel
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c.. r lECB wne clQuhss in a large pile and begin scrting;
ArifC your c.niid, ’’Wiil you help me sort: l“he ciothseinto di FPersnt piles?” the child sorts diFFerent
than you, ask why he/she placed the items together
in that way,}
3. As you sort the ciothas, hold up each item a'-«H say.
”Here is Andy's sock, it goes in this pile,”
Answer
B
. Activity
r-.jt 3 piece cF carbon paper betvjeen 2 sheets oF y;hite paper.
Materials
V'.'hits paper, carbon paper, ballpoint pen
Whst wcuid yoi-j do?
1.. Draw a picture of anything on top shsetj remove the
cart-'on and snow the child that you have tv;o identical
pi cturss.,
2 Vcu and yoisr child both dra-vV pictures on the top sheets
cf two sets. AFte*" removing the carbon say, ”Look, I
have t-vo pictures that are the sane? How did that hap-'
pen?” [After child answers ssk, ”Are your pictures
the same?}
3, Ask the child to draw a picture of some object on the
tep snest. After she/hs is finished, ask him/her to
rernove the carbon to find out whst hsppened.
Ansyjer
7 . Acti VI ty
'Motsr- ials
A large jsr with o v;ide opening, an egg carton, and an as-
sortment of the following: Eobby pins, toothpicks, pape:;
clips, buttons, coins, safety pins, cut up plastic strs-.v,
beads •- and dried beans..
'A'hst would you do?
i. Fill the jar with ail the objects and asx ”Csn you
2 .
sort all these tnings into different compartment:^
oF the egg carton?” [After the child has sortsd
a Few, ask ”Vvhy do these things go together.}
Sort out B Few of into the different
com-
portments, piece all the bobby pins
the paper clips and buttons, and then ask, Will
•you Finish sortir-g out the different objects that
are in the glass jar.
Cut out end ssavs a varia-cy or unusual pic euros oT difrerent
kinds or photographs, drav;ings, cartoons, silhouotcss, block
and whi-co and color C soma of same object or objaccoj.
Mntgrials
Picture magazines, old cares and coicr^rg hcoks, ccissorrs
What Kouid you do?
1, Sort the pictures into piles of differanc arirpsis
and e>;piein to your child why thp animals are the
samSj although some are photographs, seme ere
drawings, end somo are cartoons, etc„
2. Sort the pictures out. into di f .'^srsnt pi Jes cf anl;.n:=is
that fly. those thcD can^t fly: anlifio.’ r th-rc have
4 legs, and those that don't, hsk year ci'.ild, '’Why
did I sort the piles into these cifforent p j. leG"'”'
,
3.. Piaco the pictures xnta one pile and ask, ""Can you
think of. ways to sort these pictures?” After sorting
s fov/, ask v.'hy do these things go tegetner
„
Answer
Activity
Fill a '.'jashbasxn haifv;ay to t'ne top-; piece xi on t
on a ficor covered with newspaper; sn old r.-incoryi
and turnsd backwards can be used as s wstcr'p'-'oor sr.;-
during bath tins for child
Materials
WsshbesiP. or bathtub, pitc.hur, plastic tups, balls,
medioins dropper, empty detergent botties,
bottles, funnel; egg beater, blocks, s craws,
pici= x’
ViJhat would you do?
yab].e or
cut erf
spenens
,
SGUSCiCO
; tLib.inp.
1 . Fi^i the bathtub with soma of tne above
ocj
saC to your child, ”You can play with
careful not to soili any water on tns riser'.
When child is taking a bath, place some
cf-ch
objects in the tub, and join wx cn wha cn.,itp ..
inc with them in the v#ater; during your p- ay ^
?t.ho following questions: ”Which of thesa _
Try paper, plastic, sponge, soap ; meta- , ^
^
opLSd and ciosed-J.^ ’’Why does this one r.o.
A-ihy dees this one sink?”
w 3 - i- •
end bs
of
I
n pi
ask
i oa •-
;at t i
eve
ay-
SO.Tl
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Fill t:hQ batn :;ufc v/ith ccrr.D cr t^.2 jfca-'C o'o j-oct-.r;
. u:.un'j
50:u2 ths'c will Fios-i. ana scrna t.nt.c v;‘Il sink. Uith
yci_,r child ne.-ct zo ycu
,
say, *'I TiIt; ga-inu 'cc s!*c.v yec
which cbjscts sinic and A-hich Flcar. [Procsec to
select, all those thee sink end uhsn sii r,hos*:> that
fioer
.,
dsmonstrsti ng go ycur child rhe concepts c^
sinking snd ficotingl , Try the follovrirg: Say to
your child, "I s-ri going to put this paper in the
'fax-sr sr.cJ ycu can ’.vstch see thalr it inrnodiateiy seeks
up water end becames too h-se.vy end sinks. ’
I will O'.n: in the eiu.’r;ini;n re rnno?: you t-nct i '
dees not aboerb Viatar ; it srsys iighc en-d viij.'. rloci
#•- P;‘n* •*^7'
Act!VI -ty
'•.VO V nunbers on the yardstz^ak v>u rh. ednsci. vc; tape
:'iS'Cwr.! aJ.Z
Y er'C'j'Ci c.<
,
sanecs.'- vO Tcinti
Vjri3X. v.'Quid yovj do?
tr- '.C’ •" ch. i- d . ”1 Vf i 1 J •nt'v.
i. i!j.‘:n rnei y 0.=. . r-Sy v... ^
^ ;
-r- : .= sr s rrocsEc
vcu hevs lone one .nu.': s. .-j. v-
^ ^
cc -line ths sr.'c.i, uu w-itr verjous .
table Je-y, o scPLter r^g , £ u^^ndor: uiii. ^
’
coFredj can, etc _ BtyvJng ’I hsvn put a p-. g
'AJinCiC'/J 3i- l SO...C. j c-.-
~
.- -^-v
is fencer. I will wk th-^ ien-gch ov -tne ta..- . “
rare.- M«asi.re several saiected irems,
n
to your child knat sane are shorlsr tnan
Ov.h-rs,
sCiHE are longer than cthe~s.
2 Toil cniid tr, .,.33sur.. 30>r,c things “i;?;
efeer ha has measured sevo^sl , rorove me
rnd 33k ^'ne criild to measure these
things
on psp&r -Che Isrgth of each
•= A.k your cniid, "Car, ycu find our if
'ci-'chen er© snor'ce. inan - »e ya* — -^ - ..i.,-.- —
-
ycur child docs noc iinc the
.s oesou,
.y wnct happone '.vhon you putKOen you hold floor, svs.r .virr. the but.-pc
the ysros'uiCK ulk t- re this vu tn otr.or cbi-'cts
of the legr ,AsU the c Ii_- - tshculd bcoir .;.’ tr,
so tnac
c-.rdr^r to knoiv Bccureheiy
than snd with -he 3 7
. the V' --^r
r
.
r‘< }
if the object IB lo-.g^r cr _
Answer
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. Act 5. vj tv
Whsn you opon
Mater i els
Juice can
can of juice, punch just one hole.
Whet would you do?
1. Say, ’’Will you pour your Juice?” [After child
observes that it doesn-’t pour, soy] ’’What^s hap-
pening?” [After discussing reasorj, let child
punch a second hole] ’’Were you right?” ’’What's
happening now?”
2. Say, ”I v.’ouid like to show you something about the
can of juice. When I try to pour the juice with
just one hole in the can, the juice won’t pour
because the sir is holding the juice in. how after
I punch a second hols in ths can, the juice v;ill
easily pour cut.”
3. Leave ths can on ths table: v;hen the child discovers
that the j’uice does not pour out as it usually does,
say 5 ”What do ycu need to do wiuh the can sO that
you can pour your juic":?’*
12 , Activity
Mdtsrisls
Paper, paste, scissors, old scraps such as;
yapn, cut up pieces of plastic, sluninum roil
wrappers, cloth, ribbon, rickrack, paper clip
pins, pictures, photos- green starrips, raather
leaves, sticks, seeds, macaroni , dried beans.
String
,
,
old gum
s. bobby
s, bark,
What
2.
would you do?
Arrange the materieis on the table, keeping psper
a‘ id separata rrorn ot^<ermaterials grouped togetnar
matariais.' Say, ’’Will ycu
the paper things cn tcp of
things that are not paper on
Sov to your child, ’’Here is
ycu can stick on ths paper,
but be sure to use just the
make a coilcsge pasting
the paper and pthsr
the bottom.”
a pile of things that
Make anything you v.'sntj
right smount of glue "
Viith ycur ch
cn the psper
won't stick
stay on?”
li d, begi.n sticking the
anyway you want. if
e;=>\/
.
’! vjcndor v;hst I
objects and scraps
some of the mater i ale
can use to moke this
Ansv’'' r
13 A 83Sul v.l
A pieoa cr oaper C srrjver'E:. ;ji-o,.r,
and taacd together will duj
^
scxsscrs
What Viould you do?
!• u Piece c J.ar*^e p? ece paper cr* t *iw •'J.c.ck** s—icl say,
"Will lie down cri che paper Er;d I '.v.lli trace
the out..! ne of yo‘-;r btr:Jy.*' V/'-an finished eay
,
*’Ncc.y
you can to lor ya: ;; -.=:oi r ; fry to Ihc sene coicr&
c^%3 .i»ne _-LCth£'s you t./'c,. ''.oarj-np 'Ai*tw*ri are Pjinj sheci
V'/a will nang It or; the door.'’
2. Piece a irrge piacr- c-r paper on r.'.ie floor end lie dow^
and say, *'Gan yo.^ ".rscc^ the outiln?? of rny body?”
Kr.en your oh;. id
.’. e f .’.f:?. shed say. Air. 1 that b'g?
how can ivi; ba sure viiat '! * n that tHxi? [After dls-
-ssinp and "iryiriu o.. f hjoiutiens - styj ".•/111 you
hoip mr c'>icr ny por x Where do ty ayes go?
Cdugge'st to rher ch:-. ic to tbs'.-jrve you r.odirg the
riiaceinenL- of rso" r--.- chrraci.t-r j =.(; icr rex.-=v.ivo to
ri-ECh pv-i-i bj^fertr drei;-. ^r.c, cnftrn ; r-. or •.ho pc,rur3i’c,j
•rr yo'j coior i. or*^ ptre rr.d ash o.rl.'.c :c color if
rfcher pTrr.:.^ r '!•>.. i-',- bao'c to you for v-ekir'.^
i.-ure of 1:^:“ rlacuT ^r'u rf choree-. ar_£ wxot :
^ 1 acE a j arga exec.- U-” ~-f::,oC'r or; tro F .lc. cr and sgv ,
^ i •
'
an -.'ou ciru- y o-.! 'r “ : r ivr rn5. a popc^
' her-3 I ca.n
rt". ip /ou L Bv ar i.. y c_.r c'-ji.xd off b;y dF^-j.-.ng the
ti.*‘ie o ^ ChD buc’y and •.. -;tr off . your 0 '“.i J d to
r the portral ck v. _t''i; a_ featoret; ar-id oxci’chss. J
pec.-?.' bec;s ope.naci
ci^Ej^'cr^s
rViKsr
i 4 . .Acti vi ty
Meter
i
alg
A largo ceicf? cf psoer , or?iyor.a c^'- fe.lt-t.'P msrWers
Vi I lE-t
f
2
•."Ouid you do?
Ssy to your child, •Can y
our ni2 iC:r.bcTr!".oQd r;rst,
ai'd then np;-:c. to i t Mh
tci her is the? Jor-os fsru .V
puiting tii the ope—''..rar.t
our stree-c.”
u mshe pi crure nap of
put cur epartiTtanr here
hloiverr a and then ner.t
You fiiTj-sr rha nap by
houses cr: .it t'.at are on
Spread tr^s paper or.
houses, sicras, pie
street, Tnen say,
Th(jy arc ell .locsts
I have given ycu s
some of trie nan.es o
houses on cur- scree
cha floor, mark cijc the various
••'creurds. vaesnt J.ccs^ on ycu*
you iden’wlfy thsgt ores^.-
ci cn this street viS live or.
clue by putting the inltxEi of^
f poopiy vvho live in cf '.he
t ”
3. c •irst taka a walk to lock For thingG that youand your child will went to put on your moo aplayground, tho vacant lot, a talsohono polo, n
on
^ housa, your house
. and
-o. Wnen you got hone, spread the paper on theFloor ano help your child raark out where eachtnxng will go. ’’Where should we beqin?*-* IfTyrones house is hers, wHet: will go-between hishouse and our house? How esn we help others toKnow^thet these are our houses and other thinos
streei? Is tne store bigger than our houso'V.hu.ch ;vc>y coes the school bus curra? How can <vechow where the schoc.l bus goes after .it leaves th-rront of our hoLiss?*'
Answer
15 . Activity
Niatgry. z.S. a
A isrge piece or paper
C.'.oirr.esl i ne o“' strip-, c.'.othso-pins. .ndex cards, or
pieces or peeer. ersyorts r r f s.Lt- tj.o i.igriccrs.
Wnat vioutd ycu do?
1. Ask your child. are sons of the important
events of your lift?’' "How can we represent tiTece
specisl tirnes so that we can snow tliem on your
1 1 me 1 ine?” C A j. ong wi th c'r; i 1 d s i dsas
,
suggest
sonie events suer* es tne day he was born^ when you
moved to v;hsre you live now, the day his baby brother
was bcrn.3 After you and your child have discussed
a way to reprasent these spsciai times y.'hich could
be by an old photograpn, drawing pictures^ putting
B date on a piece of paper, or the name of tne event,
.
then ssy, ’’Can ycu stick these special svenr-s in
order or. your time line?” [Have ycur clothesline
where he can reach it; if along a wail, it wcn’'t
be in the way.
3
2. Sey to your child. ”I tnink it would be fun if we
made a time line for you. First we will start with
the day you were born. Here, you make a picture of
a baby and then hang it at the beginning of the
clctheaiine. When you are finisnad. we will do the
next important thing in youj' life v/hich^vvas the
day you v^ent to the day cars center Gontinue to
suggest 5 or ? events, having child dratv them on
cards, and then hang them in order on the line.
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With the index cards or pieces of paper and crayons
or markers, draw pictures to represent several im-portant events in your child's life. Put thesepictures on the clothesline with the clothespins,
arranging them in an unordered way and then say,
I have some pictures of special events in your
life. See if you recognize them and then put themin the right order."
Answer
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APPENDIX C
First Training Session
Welcome-parents and explain^the purpose of the Parent's Education
Program.
Explain general objective - To teach parents to initiate activities
that present Problem Solving situations to children, so that they
can develop Problem Solving Abilities which are defined as Observa-
tion^, Listening and Questioning Abilities
.
Problem Solving - is a science and science involves aware focus
observation. Being able to zero in is a powerful investigative
skill. It means concentrating (for children for a short period
of time), ignoring what is irrevlevant. Parents, to help a child
begin the process of keen observation, you will have to help keep
the rest of the world at bay (quiet for a few moments) and let ob-
servation happen. Children should be encouraged to observe with
several senses — Seeing, Feeling, Tasting, Hearing, Pememberl
To your child, your attention and approval encourages him/her to
continue the activity, A smile, nod and comment will assure that
an activity will continue.
For you and your child to Solve a Problem, you must first be able
to relate things that are in the Problem Situation to what you
already knowl How do you do this? You must be aware of how they
are similar and different to each other and to what you know. You
must be aware how things can be changed or not changed.
Examples of common Problem Solving Situations, (Show how they are
solved by relating).
Ask parents, "When you are lost in a strange city or town, what
would you do?"
To understand a Problem Solving Situation for a child, ask, "How
do your children find something that is lost?" I will give an
example first,
ff
Child, one morning calls: Mommie, where is my shoe I can't
find it?"
Mother should respond this way if she wants to assist in
developing Problem Solving Skills:"\Vhere do you think your
shoe can be? Could it be where you found it before?"
87
Ask questions which help a child to think. Increase their motiva-tion by showing your interest, "Let's stop a minute and think of
the places it could be," Or, "Let's sit down and make a list."
Problem Solving underlies school performance. Your youngster willbe going, in a few more weeks to Public School. He/she will be
receiving much less personal attention. He/she will be doing ’ -
more things in a group setting. There will be a greater demand
on their own problem solving skills. There will be more paper
and pencil tasks which they will be expected to work on alone.
It is important that during the next few weeks before Public School
that they augment skills learned in Kindergarten, Research shows
that children's success in Grades 1,2 and 5 is related to later
achievement in school. This is the crucial time that they acquire
the concept toward school.
TBEHAVIORS.
READ FROM CHART 8/- On this chart are listed the specific behavior
or objectives of the Parent Education Course:
1.
PARENTS AND CHILDREN WILL LEARN TO INCREASE THEIR OBSEPVA-
TIONAL SKILI^.
''
SAY: . "I would like you to go out into the classroom in the role
of cUi Observer
. To be an objective Observer , one must
record only what is actually happening. If when you go
into the room, your child wants to interact with you simply
say, 'Not Nowi
'
FIVE MINUTES—Send all parents into the classroom (three teams of two)
to observe .any child. They must write a description of just what
they see. ' ’ '
COME BACK IN ROOM — Discuss what each had recorded. Ask:
1, Did each observer see different things?
2, How did they feel?
3, Did you notice behavior you don't often see?
FIVE MINUTES — Read from Chart fr2. Behavior;
2. PARENTS AND CHILDREN WILL LEARN TO INCREASE THEIR ABILITY
TO ASK QUESTIONS .
A simple question of "why" shows a child is trying to
establish a relationship. . Why do babies cry and
sleep all the time? Why is the sun hot? Why can't I
stay up late like Johnnie can?"
LISTEN FOR QUESTIONS OF HOW, V/HEN OR WHY.
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Almost any kind of questions may come from children. But what kinds
come from adults? what questions do you usually ask chlldrsnoquestions to stimulate discussion and thinking =
technique. Questions are best and":osrsScc:fsf:iy^rif^thfp^ent/teacher does not already know the answer, if there is gener-lly no correct answer, or if the questions ask for opinions andexperiences of your child. Ask: a
” How do you feel about it?”
”What do you think?”
"How would you describe it?”
"What do you think is important about it?”
"What does it feel/look/taste/smell/sound like to you?”
"What do you think is the best way to find out?"
These questions stimulate lively discussion. You and your children
can come to conclusions together. If you want to diagnose, be honest:
"I want to see if you can tell how many clothespins are
here. How many are there?”
Parents — I would like you to increase your questions of Why? V/hen?
How? Where? Pose these types of questions during work and
play with your child. This helps them
. to think,
five MINUTES’—'NOW LET’S GO BACK INTO' THE CLASSROOM, I
would like you'- to focus on your child. Write the questions
your child asks and the activity he/she is engaged in.
Come back into classroom. Ask each parent to read at least one ques-
tion they heard the child ask. Write on Bocird.
Ask Parents ; "Which of these questions do you think facilitate problem
releationships)
,
5 Role Play—Set on table interesting and unusual objects. Ask parents
;
to pretend they are children. The task is to create something or do
something with these objects —an activity. Ask other parents to
observe how they approach the problem. (Let them know they can ask
:j
nie questions)
,
FIVE MINUTE DISCUSSION —Ask other parents their reactions. Ask role
;! players how they felt when they role-played. Ask if it would have
il helpted while role playing they had asked more questions of each other
), or me.
I
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; Role Play again— Eight or ten size units or rods, ’’Now I'm goin^ to
,
put some different objects on the table, (Using two different parents,
I
set up items on the table). Ask third parent to be the teacher this
I
time. Parents' role playing children ask questions that guide the
r, us© of materials of the teacher,
1 Main Goalr-for the teacher to ask questions, encourage role-playing
[ parents to look at similarities, differences of materials, to use
r what they already know, and think about alternative uses of materials,
I
For example. Have you considered this for being aware of the
I
relationships and to help you to discover a way
to use these materials? Also, by being aware of
how things are similar or different, you become
aware of how things can be changed, or how they
can not be changed,
I
;
Summarize Session , Go to the Board, Point out questions which helped
;• parents in their role. Look at objects, noting similarities and
I differences, how they could be changed and how they remained the same
: in some ways. Also did they become aware of what the other person
was thinking?
• GO BACK TO CHART. LOOK AT THIRD OBJECTIVE:
3, PAREI^TS AND CHILDREN WILL LEARN TO USE LANGUAGE AROUND
THEIR KILLS OF RELATING. COMPARING AND ORGANIZING
activities
.
POINT OUT - Through the use of questions, we have been using, this
i is the type of language we want to encourage, "V/hen interacting with
' children, use words which relate to events, activities and objects that
j
are present or going on at the mement so that the child can understand
' the meaning of words,
AS YOU SAY THE WORD, DO THE ACTION ASSOCIATED WITH IT. (SHOW
i
EXAMPLEt-RUN, hit, place, use THE MOST CORRECT WORD DE_
I
SCRIBING THAT BEHAVIOR. DON'T USE "B00_B00' FOR BURN, SCR APE.
I
\ One of the major characteristics of five or six year olds is that they
i constantly talk and
I
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TEN MINUTES - Send parents into the Classroom. Go to their child.After this activity has been completed, ask:
1. How often did they use questions parents and children?
2. How and under what circumstances did the child use language?
3« How did you feel working this way with your child.
With Home work Assisgnment. Homework to be done duringthe week with your child, and sent back to Mrs. G. Remember doevaluation sheet. Classes will be held-
, the
TUESDAY NIGHT
6:30 - 8:00 PM.
THURSDAY NIGHT
6:30 - 8:00 PM
FRIDAY NIGHT
6:30 - 8:00 PM
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
!
I
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well as they should,
your child is thinking or
s, UseSi objects
HOW CAN YOU DO THIS IN
observing, asking quest
you get that answer?”
One way is to set up situations that require children to think, then
observe them in the activity that they are- engaged in.
Let's look at this situation and what is concrete. (Closthes Line
pins, pictures and real objects). Concrete things had to relate.*
What is concrete is real,
DEFINITION OF CONCRETE: That which is observable. Ask to observe
concrete things, "Some of you will use concrete evidence as a way
of finding out what children think",
NUMBER 8 —Observable answer to problems. Go back to "What does
this mean to you nov/? Let's go back to the novel activities.
Remember, how to role-play. Basically, this is choosing alterna-
tive answers and solutions. Basically, they are trying to think
of what I'm thinking. Choosing alternatives. How is it similar?
!
How is it different? Pick a logically correct answer, arriving
1
at the best solution is picking the best relationships in order
j
to be aware of similarities and differences,
HOME WORK ASSIGNMENT for next class. Have three different situations,
Vi/rite up for purpose of discovering how child thinks. Help child
to understand the thinking process. Parent could role play where
you describe what you are thinking. Do this often. This will
help their child understand their point of view.
TRAINING SESSION
HOyiSV7QRK ASSXGI^MENT
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a) Make Q. clothes line the child.* s height. (26 clothespins sjre
needed, with a majic marlcer, put all the letters of the
alphabet on the clothespins or place letters on a sheet of
paper and pin to clothes line. You and your child should
cut out pictures of objects. Parents should encourage their
child to select the pictures. Ask your child, "Can you
matcii the picture v/ith a letter? "will you clip the picture
W'th a letter, on the clothes line?" For many pictures there
are several letters that can be used. This is good for a
child to become av/are of atltemative ways of describing or
naming a picture, VJhen the child makes a choice you should
ask: "V3hy did you choose that letter"?
If a child does not knov^ hov; to match a picture with a letter
the parent should not tell the ans\ver through questions; i.e.,
"Did you notice there were -nany doors on the building?" "Do
apartment houses have ccors like that on the first floor?"
(Here is s. case v;hers the child may name a buildj.ng an etpart-
ment house rather txian a medical C3:atcr , w>iere doctor’s v;ork)
B) The Evaluation
write dowm an evaluation of this activity.
1. Did it go well?
2. What were the problems?
Did the child enjoy it?
4. ^ihat questions did you ask that seeiced to help your chird?
5. Wliat did the child learn?
Did you enjoy doing this activity with your child?6.
evaluation 93
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May 10, 12, 13
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Review definition of Problem Solving.
Review 7 behaviors from large chart—Give a brief resume of last
Evaluation of homework activity—ask one parent to present this.Ask other parents what they thought of activities.
Write on blackboard particularly good comments—collect evaluation.Being covering new work—now focus on remaining 5 behaviors for thistraining session.
4th Behavior
Parents and children will learn to increase their skills to
relate things and events in their daily environment.
5th Behavior
Parents and children will learn to increase their skills
to compare objects and events in the natural environment.
Ask parents to see if there is any differences between no. 4 & 5
behaviors—wording is somewhat different but the meaning is similar.
Discuss with parents the fact that there is really no difference for
when we compare objects and events that is a way of relating them
—
WHEN I SHOW YOU THIS PIECE OF STRING AND THIS ELASTIC BAND—How are
they related?
Let’s write on the board what you think as you try to relate these
two objects.
As you can see, some of you thought how the two are similar. Point
to these comments, i.e., some may have said: "How they are alike
They are both used to hold things together."
"We use them both at home."
"They are both thin."
Some thought how they are different, e.g.,
"They are made of different material."
"One stretches and one doesn’t."
"One is a line," and "One is a shape."
With these examples we can see that to relate things and events in
our daily lives, we think how they are similar or the same as other
things we see at the moment and to what we already know.
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Write on board—Ask how they are similar and how they are different
SIMILAR DIFFERENT
String — Elastic band String — Elastic band
4 characteristics
Now ask! "Can we change a string into an elastic band?"
"No, it is not possible!"
So we know that the elastic band and the string are not related by
being physically the same object, but we do know that they are similar
in terms of the functions they serve, i.e., TO HOLD THINGS TOGETHER.
And we know that they are different, they are made of different
material.
Process of Problem Solving
When you have to solve a problem at home, it is important to think
about it in terms of how similar it is to other things and what we
already know. How is it similar, how is it different, and what could
be changed. Try to think about other problems which were similar.
Can anyone here give me an example of a recent problem you had in
your home. We will try to analyze it by relating.
Write on board — similarities — differences that parents will
suggest and also how or if anything can be changed. THIS IS VERY
CRITICAL IN PROBLEM SOVLING.
Activity
Classification/ grouping items which have something in common. Let
parents classify then bring in 2 child.
Use the egg carton container. Use 10 items (5 from egg carton activity
in 1st training session, 5 new ones). We call this process, classifi-
cation. We do this all the time, that is we need to classify or put
object into groups where they all share things in common, i.e.
If someone says to us,
"I brought a new car!" We immediately know what he/she brought.
We know what all cars share in common. We know how they can
differ from one another. We have a visual image of them.
Knowing this helps us to communicate to solve problems. For
our children, they don't know as much as we do, but are learning
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how things are similar and different, how they can be
changed, and how they can be grouped. They learn this
mostly by using objects. If we look at these 10 objects
again, children will be using these in a variety of
situations as you have done, or will do and through
their activity will classify them.
6th Behavio
r
Parents and children will learn to understand each others
perspective and ways of viewing a problem situation.
DISCUSSION
Every child thinks different thoughts and uses objects in different
ways. Some children will not be able to do as well as they should.
Your job as a parent is to find out how your child is thinking or
solving problems and assist, support, and enhance that process.
How can you do this in the home?
Ask parents to think of ways this can be accomplished. Perhaps they
will say by:
1. Observing
2. Questioning — like, what are you thinking? How did you
get that answer? How is this a better way?
Another way is to set up a situation that requires the child to think.
Here, set up a problem situation for two parents to role play. The
problem could be: How to raise some money for a classroom weekend
camping trip . The parents are to try to know what the other is
thinking.
After this role play, discuss. Ask these questions to the group:
1. "What did each parent try to do to find out what the other
was thinking?"
2. Ask the two role players: "What was most effective in
finding out how the other person was thinking?"
3. "Did this awareness help to solve the problem?"
Then say:
"If you are to help your child improve his/her problem-solving
abilities, it is important to know how he/she thinks—at what
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level can they relate things, think of alternatives and know
what can and cannot be changed. With this information, you
then know what situations to develop that will interest your
child—and very important, you will know that many of his
responses are not wrong—but are based on how he/she perceives
and understands—which is very different from how we perceive
and imderstand many situations."
"Let us find out some of the ways our children think. I want
you to go into the classroom for 10 minutes and start playing
with your child. Try to find out what your child is thinking
—
i.e., what does the activity mean to him/her, what is their
understanding of what he/ she is playing or how to play?
After they return to the classroom, discuss their activity with the
children ask;
1. What did you discover about your child's thinking?
2. How did you do this?
3. Was it new information for you?
4. Did this awareness help you to interact with your child
—
and did it help you to understand what kinds of questions
you might ask your child?
5. If you feel you didn't get any awareness of how your child
was thinking—what could you do to solve this problem?
(Encourage other parents to make suggestions.) A part of
our assignment this week will be to explore ways of under-
standing your child's thinking.
Help your child to understand your way of thinking. Remember role
plan—thinking out loud. Do this often.
Now we should move on and look at our last two objectives.
Objectives 7 & 8
//7 Parents and children will learn to make choices on the basis of
concrete evidence and give a logical rational (reason) for their
choice.
//8 Parents and children will learn to consider alternative answers
and solutions to problems.
"Let's take the //7 first and, to understand this, we will review
the activity we did a few minutes ago—when the 10 objects had
to be sorted and classified. In this activity, you were dealing
with concrete materials (Lift up some of the items) . They are
real and your choices were based on looking at the feeling these
real objects and relating these perceptions to what you knew.
For our purposes, we will consider anything that is real in our
environment as concrete and to be real, it has to be actual not
artificial, illusory, or apparent—but occurring in fact, funda-
mental, essential. Therefore, when you make a choice on concrete
or real evidence, you are more likely to make the best choice.
Let us use an example. When you go shopping at the supermarket,
why do you choose one head of lettuce over another? (Have several
parents respond)
.
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Here is a good example where our choice is guided by what is
^
al and concrete and generally we choose the best head of T^ttur.
we can find . Now, when you buy a new dress or pair of slacks
what do you consider? Is it real? Are your choices guided by
what is essential and not what is just apparent or illusory?"
I know that we don t always make choices, on this basis, especiallyin regard to clothes, but perhaps if we did more often, we would save
money and not find ourselves wearing something only once or twice.
CHILD SHOULD MAKE CHOICES ON CONCRETE EVIDENCE.
For children it is very important that they learn to make choices
on the basis of concrete real evidence. For example, when your
child selects a certain TV show, what do you think guides his/her
selection? (Put some of the parents' suggestions on the board.)
Then ask: How many of these reasons are essential ones? That's
right—not many—for we can see that most of them are only ap-
parent since they are readily changed from moment to moment and
may in fact not be related at all to what your children want to see.
How do children make choices?
"Let us take another example. How does your child choose a snack
food? (List some reasons on board and include the particular
snack, e.g., cereal).
Again, we can see that some of these reasons are not really related to
the particular snack. That is, the child isn't choosing because he/she
knows the cereal has vitamins or is good for him/her, or is easy to
eat, but makes his/her choice on the basis of how the box looks, if
he/she saw it on TV, the prize inside, etc.
Parents should explain reasons to child. Then act as role models.
Now what if you had a problem at home
—
you wanted your child to choose
fruits more often for a snack food; what could you do to help your child
make this choice? (After parents give some reasons summarize these by
saying: "One way to help your child is to tell him/her why you think
it is good to eat fruit—to supply the essential reasons to your child
and then to help your child know that other foods such as cookies,
potato chips, etc., do not meet these reasons but they are eaten for
other reasons—and to let your child name these. Often if your child
knows why he/she should eat certain foods he/she will choose them
—
for it makes sense and is not just an adult rule that for them can seem
very unrelated and only followed since you have the power. This last
statement moves us into the last objective.
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#8. Patents will consider alternative solutions to problems.
It is important that children become aware of alternative solutions toproblems; and they can with your help by allowing your child to have
^re than one choice and to help him/her think about each choice.
Since our young children cannot know about all the alternatives and
relationships as we can, they will need assistance in sometimes de-
scribing and/or demonstrating these alternatives. Your child will
often act out the consequences in order to find out which is the
best. For example, when you say to your child:
"You can watch TV for 15 more minutes before bedtime; or
if you go to bed now, I will read you a story.'*
How will your child make a choice in this situation? Most likely
he/she will make it on the basis of their past experiences of watching
TV and listening to a story and how much enjoyment each offered; but
they may not think, at the same time, about such reasons as (1) lis-
tening to a story would be a time with Mom or Dad, and I don't get to
spend much time with her/him or (2) watching 15 minutes more of TV
means only a part of a show, or (3) the show on TV is one I don't
really like, or (4) if we read, I can choose the story.
For your child to be aware of all these reasons, they need to be de-
scribed to your child to help him know what is similar about the
two choices and what is different; then your child can make a choice
or solve the problem on the basis of what is essential.
And, very important is when they have a choice, they begin to think
about the reasons for each; and they begin to realize that there are
good logical reasons for why they are asked to do something.
ALLOW CHILD CHANCES TO MAKE CHOICES.
I know there are many times during the day when you cannot give your
child opportunities to choose among several alternatives but I also
know that there are many times that we can; and that with explaining
the reasons for each alternative and letting the children test out
each different alternative to find out which is best, they will begin
to act more independently and become better problem solvers.
On the board, let us list 5 or 6 times ox activities that occur in our
homes, where we could have several alternatives for the child to choose
e.g.. No. 1 could be choosing the cereal for breakfast (child has a
selection of 3 or 4 different kinds.)
T.V. SHOWS.
List 5 more, then say:
How would you help your child become aware of the similarities and
differences across each choice?
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Choose one of the parent's suggestions for the above,the parent's suggestions.
If parents don't suggest these ideas, include them:
List some of
1. Asking the child what is the same among the choices.
2. Asking the child what is different about each choice.
3. Asking the child how are the differences related to other
things that have to be considered.
4. Asking the child what they know about each choice from
what they have done before.
5. Letting the child select one choice and test it out and then
another choice and testing it out until all choices have been
acted upon in order to find out which is the best choice for
the problem. Remember their capacity to think about all the
consequences of one choice has not developed and will not
until 11 or 12 years of age. Therefore, they will not think
the same as you and in this case will not think about the
several possibilities.
OFTEN SEVERAL SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS.
Parents and children will learn to consider alternatives answers and
solutions to problems.
Ask:
"What does this mean to you?" (Have several parents respond.)
Yes, that's right, there is usually more than one answer to a
problem; more than one way of doing something and the way to
find out which is the best, is a process of relating each solu-
tion to the problem and thinking about or acting out the conse-
quences of using that solution, e.g., (you need to go shopping
—
there are three times in which you could go. How do you choose
the best alternative? (Have parents suggest how they would decide.)
You can see by your suggestion that you thought about some of the
consequences of each time and then were able to choose the best
time. And notice that in this process you made judgments on the
basis of what was concrete or real—the actual events. Also, this
process was a comparison, for you had to decide what was different
by going at one time then another and what remained the same for
all the times.
Let us take another example. How do you decide to buy a new car? You
have several alternatives, of course, for there are several models;
how do you choose which is the best for you? (List their reasons on
the board.
)
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Again, we can observe that for many of us, our choices are guided
different about each model. What is the same andtherefore, not a factor in our final choice. And knowing these differ-
ences and similarities is a matter of knowing what is real; also wehave to consider our finances and the expense of maintaining the carin relation to other expenses; and if it is to be shared, the prefer-
ences of others. All of the things one may consider before making a
choice or choosing among alternatives.
Let us try another exercise so we can see how important this process
of considering all alternatives is.
We will imagine that we have moved the kindergarten program and the
Infant-Toddler Center to another location, since this building's new
owners do not want outside educational functions in their building.
Three locations have been cited:
1. A different church building on State Street about two miles
from here; the rooms are in a wing of the church and the
kindergarten classroom and Infant-Toddler program would
share the same physical space.
2. A closed clothing store on State Street that has a large open
area that could be divided into classroom and office space
for both programs.
3. Empty classrooms in elementary school on Avenue.
The school has been bought by the city government and leased
out to different community groups. We would have the first
floor of the three story structure.
In making our choice, we have to look at several things.
What is real or concrete.
What is different, what remained the same?
What is similar?
Consider cost.
Give assignment for next week.
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THIRD TRAINING SESSION
May 25 & June 1, 1977
changed some of the ways yourespond to your children since the training sessions started?
Discuss the responses. Write on board those responses that go with
of the eight objects. Example: If they are asking more questions,W response, or if they are trying to find outhow their child thinks, put a check by the response.
Then ask, "How did your child react to your new behaviors? What kind
of learning did you observe for your child?"
Discuss their responses. (Hopefully some of these will show that
children were more motivated to participate in activities and enjoyed
their parents involvement.)
Ask:
"Have you changed in terms of how you solve problems?"
(If possible use an example from a parent who applied some of
the eight objectives in solving a problem. Describe the steps
the parent went through.
)
From the discussion, review the eight objectives. Take each one
separately. Start with No. 1 and give several examples of each.
Examples
:
#1 Parents and children will learn to increase their observational
skills.
Ask:
"What did we learn about good observing?" After parents give
their responses, say: We learned for this objective to only use
what we observe for understanding and to be aware of the situation
where the behavior is occurring, so we know what the child is
responding to. Also, when we have doubts about what the child
is feeling, perceiving
,
or thinking, then we should ask the child,
do not read into children's behavior (for it is easy to do, and
often we are wrong: For example, if one 4-year-old child was
hitting another 4-year-old child, what could be some of the reasons?)
(Encourage parents to think of as many reasons as possible; if
not, mention, include that children are playing and this is all
part of the game.)
With this example, you can be aware of all possible things that affect
the child's behavior, and for the parent or teacher to know why the
child reponds or acts the way he/she does, means you must be a GOOD
OBSERVER.
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Also, as we have often pointed out. if you are to set up good problem
situations for your child to solve, you must observe and find out
what your child can do now, how he solves problems, and his/herinterest before you can help and encourage your child's growth.
Read the second objective.
#2 Parents and children will learn to increase their ability
to ask questions!
THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT, how to ask good questions. We know that we
need to understand our children and the kinds of thinking they are
capable of. Also, we know the way certain things, right in the home
situation can be used for children's problem-solving. Specifically,
we can create good questions and probe child's thinking around things
and events in the home. Example:
1. How does it work?
2. Why?
3. Are the similarities or how is it the same? or different?
4. What stays the same, can ew change it?
5. How can we make something the same as this one? different?
#3 Our Third Objective (parents and children will learn to use
language around their skills or relating, comparing, and or-
ganizing activities.)
IT IS IMPORTANT (ESPECIALLY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN WHOSE WORDS MAY BE LIMITED,
NOT FULLY UNDERSTOOD, AND USED ARBITRARILY.) To remember to use words
that refer to what the child is doing and playing, words which describe
your actions when doing something. Also, talk about similarities,
differences, how things go together, and how they change.
//4 Parents and child will learn to increase their skills to
relate things and events in their daily environment.
For number 4, how do we relate things in our environment? We relate
things by understanding what things about them are permanent and what
is changeable. Also what can be done to make things the same or different.
For example; How is this evening's training session related to the
one week before last?
Put on board — Similarities — Differences
Ask: What could we do to make this training session the same as last
week? What can be changed? Discussion.
When children are young and there is much in their environment that
still does not make sense to them. Their efforts to be aware and
to understand is a process of relating discovering similarities and
differences among objects and events. They learn:
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1. How things change when something is added or taken away.
2. How somethings don't change, when other situations or objects
This whole effort to understand how their environment works is best
accomplished through problem-solving.
Object 4 & 5
Objectives 4 & 5 are very similar. No. 4 says "Parents and children
will learn to increase their skills to relate things and events in theirdaily environment."
No. 5 says parents and children will learn to increase their skills to
compare objects and events in their natural environment.
Wording is somewhat different. Relate and compare. The meaning is
similar for when we compare objects and events that is a way of relating
them.
Example:
WHEN I SHOW THIS STRING AND THIS ELASTIC BAND, How are they related?
Let parents respond.
Some of you thought the two are similar. Some may have said they are
alike, "They hold things together." They are both thin—we use them
both at home—some may have said the way they are different—made of
different material. One stretches and one doesn't. One is a line, one
is a shape.
With these examples we can see that to relate things and events in our
daily lives, we think how they are similar or the same as other things
we see at the moment and to what we already know.
Behavior 6
Parents and children will learn to understand each other's perspective
and way of viewing a problem situation. At this point ask parents who
attended first session and did homework if they found out how their
child thinks. Remember it takes a long time before you feel comfort-
able in knowing how a child may view a situation. If you ask enough
questions and establish communication with your child you will be
more comfortable.
To help your child understand how you solve problems, try thinking
out loud—remember, we spoke about looking into the refrigerator.
Say, let's see what we can have for supper? To find out what your
child is thinking, observe him/her—question him/her. Ask what are
your thinking? How did you get that answer? How is this a better way?
^
you remember what we decided the word "concrete" means? We HeMSes
^rfactuajlthafirr^^^'^r """ essential and thaf
It
^ ^ observe them with regularity, are concrete
Our No, 7 Behavior is
(Parents and children will learn to make choices on the basis ofconcrete evidence and give logical rationale for their choice) Wecould ask—why is it important for children to make choices on thebasis of concrete evidence. It is important so that they understandthe consequence of their choice. They will better understand this,ir their reasons for choosing are concrete. They can visualize it
and repeat the same choice. Also, they gain a sense of contrl overtheir environment, as well as the ability to act independently. If
evidence and reasons for choice are concrete, children can justify
their choice. It will be a rational or logical choice for they arebasing their decisions on what is real and essential in a situation.
Now for our Isst objective — #8
Parents and children will learn to consider alternative answers and
solutions to problems.
This follows number 7 as if you and your child are to know what is
concrete evidence and use concrete evidence for choosing, there must
be alternative solutions to choose from in order to find out if you
are right. For example, in solving a problem a child may not be sure
of the best solution. He/She must be given the opportunity to try
out more than one, so he knows for sure that a particular choice was
best. If, on the other hand, there is only one choice for the child,
they will often not be able to think why it is the best choice and
if there is no one ot give him the solution they will be unable or
less able to think of the best solution.
Parents—when you yourslef are limited to one choice, there is less
reason for you to think why it is the best choice (and in many cases,
it will not be) and as important, you will not discover that there may
be several good solutions and answers to problem situations.
Place special objects out for child to see and touch. The first person
you will buy a present for is an adult man, i.e., father, uncle, grand-
father. What would you choose?
As the child makes a selection ask, why did you choose that one? The
parent will repeat the same sequence for (1) an adult woman, sister,
aunt, and (2) a friend of the child's. Each time ask why that selection
was made.
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After parents return list on board some of the reasons for selection.
identify whether the child was thinking about
nsps
person and ^ kept in mind his interests, needs, or what he/she
u e . Some children s choices will be made upon consideration of the
other person s perspective, other children may not consider the other's
view point at all. Continue this for other persons.
Then, discuss how important this ability is if children are to relatel.e., to discover slnillarltles and differences, what remains constant!
and what changes in their environment. Children need to consider
several view points as aspects of a situation simultaneously not just
their own, if they can become good problem solvers. In this exercise,
the problem was choosing from among alternatives.
How much do you consider your child's view point or way of thinking?
Certainly if this was done more, our behavior toward the child would
be more appropriate and also for the child if they consider our view
point (how we think) they too would act more appropriately. And for
them (children) it is more difficult to understand what and how we are
thinking. So remember to describe many times your thoughts to your
child.
To help your children become better problem solvers, I am going to give
you a curriculum guide to use at home. (Pass out and spend a few
minutes going through it.) This guide has several activities with
instructions and questions to follow. I would like you to do one each
day with your child over the next month. In your guide at the end of
each chapter, there are two blank sheets for you to evaluate your
involvement with your child and to describe an activity that you developed
that promotes problem solving. Every Monday, beginning June 6, you
should send one of the sets in with your child to Mrs. Gonsalves and
she will forward them to me. It doesn't matter which set from the guide
as there are 6. If you want to start in the middle of the guide to do
those activities, preceding the set do so. But, I would like you to
try to complete the entire guide and use each evaluation paper for the
different groups. It is important for me to know how you are doing
—
what is good about the activities and what you don't like—what your child
is gaining and how you can see where these eight problem solving ob-
jectives can be used many times and in many ways in your home.
AT this point, go through the guide from the beginning turning the
pages until you reach the two parent sheets. Have parents write their
names and date on these two sheets before they return them to the school
on each Monday. List the dates of Mondays—June 6, 13, 20, 27th.
Parents are to return the sets. There will be a home prize for the
home. Something for the parent and the child.
Explain about the need for home visits to go over the sessions parents
missed. Try to get this, then try to get all sets to be completed in
one week.
Schedule home visits.
TRAINING SESSION
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
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A) Make a clothes line the child's height. (26 clothespins are
needed, with a majic jnarker
.
put all the letters of the
alphabet on the clothespins or ’^ace'l.etters on a 'sheet ofpaper and pin to clothes line. You and your child should
®nt pictures of objects. Parents should encourage their
chrld to select the pictures. Ask your child, "Can you
match the picture with a letter? "will you clip the picture
wth a letter,
-on the clothes line?" For many pictures there
are several letters that can be used. This is good for a
child to become aware of alternative ways of describing or
naming a picture. When the child makes a choice you should
ask: "Why did you choose that letter"?
If a child does not know how to match a picture with a letter
the parent should not tell the ans\i?er through questions; i.e,
,
"Did you notice there were meny doors on the building?" "Do
apartment houses have dcors like that on the first floor?"
(Here is a case where the child, may name a building an apart-
ment house rather tiian a medical center where doctor’s work)
B ) The Evaluation
write down an evaluation of this activity,
1. Did it go veil?
2. What were the problems?
3. Did the child enjoy it?'
4. What questions did you ask that seemed to help your child?
5. What did the child learn?
. Did you enjoy doing this activity with your child?6
evaluation
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APPENDIX D
.
PABJOiTS HOME CURRICULUM GUIDE
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APPENDIX E
CARDBOAED BOX 194
io Time parent spent obacrvins obz and objects before ncnipulntinc
th«Qo
2o Tloe child spent observing box and objects before manipulating
thesic
Yes
3« Parent asked child what objects tjould fit into tha 3 slots cut
from bozo - —
“
Ao ashed parent what objects would fit into tha 3 sloto^cut
from bozo - - - •
^
^
.
So Parent told child what objects would fit and what
objects .would
not fito — — *
“*
6. Parent etteapted to Six tha objects into et» boa-
-
7 , Child atttemted to lit the objects into the
bar. aithont n^?
from parent o - —
“ “
Oo CSiild ashed parent to put the objects into
the boxo
9t, Parent asliicd vhat would hantjsn if the
boat, wet© tun-<^ to a
^
different positiono-* -
--
“
10 Parent told child to turn the boat
to different peoitions in
otd“%o fit the boat into tha different slots.
-
1- Parent did not observe tha vaUtionshi?
between the slots cut
_
nnd the different positions of tan
boat. -
12. Parent verbally described
what he/ehe VM doirng while att^tlng
fit the objects into tha boKo
“ “
13. ddld verbeUy described whet
ho/shs was_doir,g while att^pting
to fit tha objects into the boso
“
.
No
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X* i-iina pcroTiU cpciii ob£i:r;-liV5 r:c't>'2i::*.:il3 bc^cra vcrjally trcs'cauclin^
or smnipujx'iiLir.g nntcrlalo* •
•
2* Tina cliil'i sp'erit obsarving naioriHl-e before vcrbeliy respondfns
or oaaipulGtixvg naterirla. . ’ .
3« Poirei:!: ccy.cd child r'cc ths cir<j ar.'2/ci' different elcut
the activity (or natrrlcis). - - -
if* QlixLc cchc-d parcr.t t?hat the •difforcr.t ritterialc "art fcr« -
Ycc
I c
I
Ci^iXd cs’uiJ. parer.t to place the dlufercat naterials lr.to
tao oacnOo
Chil’I otte'ry.tcd to cert snu place the objects Intc tlic cifferc-.t
£iid-3 tTitlicet Gad^iir.3 help frer- psrecito ~ —
c
^ w
Vm* *.> '. ^ w c
^Wt.
Erorc^it vc'rta^j.y d=ccr?^-ed “flat bvc/cle T-rts dciv.^; rf.jLls scrtii:.;?
irj Cii.'‘t'L:C‘tCo ''* *^
?sr2at ashed chilf* hcv hc/che ircrld kr.cn? '^riich oI-.jcctE -raat
iiito rhicr. sr.chso — — “
> —. C* i»i
,2 o ^oreiit ashed child ^jhtt ucs happsTiirg cr ehOvni
p!icmro3o ***
:So Parent ashed c!iij.d ^fhat foisctica sere of the object2 sorvodo
toll ehilcl Tr2>at olct'^arcs t-rcr^t liito .the- different seen?< A
••.• o
f-r»'<^. ''ib'^&ctE uscit into the different seck2(
^ •p* -. ><« A- cTsa s-j-rara that the chj&cts Tfcre pieced into the different
bts3 cn the hseie cf their functicn (scicsers « set;letter
bresh “ peit.t)o
Tsrent ^*es severe thet the pictures vera places ento^tse
aefrsi'ent
bent cn the basis of uhet tue tumss picturiu x-.^,.2
*"
To
I'
SAND TABLE
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.1 . Asouxit of tine parent apmit obaervlcg objects in sand table
before verbally responding or nanipulating objects c
of tizae child spent observing objects In sand table
b^ore verbally responding or manipulatltig objects .
3o Farcnt stanlpulated and played with materials in sand tabloo
Ao Child played with materialc in cand tablco » - -
I
I So Parent verbally described what he/she was doing while playing
with aaterlalso - ^ .
I
6o Child verbally described what he/she was doing while playing
' with objects in sand tablso - ~ >-
Tea
! 7o Child noticed (by looking or verbally anstotmclng) that cones
j
were different Ia lecgtho - - - - - « .
1 Br, Child asked parent why cones were different <> ^ ^
Child observed that sand caass cut at different rates froB the
!
cones (verbally doecribed action or looked intently at action of
i
sand; repeated' action of filling cooiee and observing the ssnd
coaii% outo)
.
lOo Child asked parent why sand came out at different rates and speeds
^
or”differeatly*®o - - - « --
Ho Parent told child that cones were different sizes (either by
lengthp size of end or hole)o - « - ~ “
12 o Parent told child w^ich tips: fit the different containers o “
l3o asked parent to screw the tips on the containerso
-
-
14 o Parent attespted to screw the tips on the different containers o
»
15 o Parent asked child why soae of the tips did not fit the containers o
16 o Parent asked child what would happen if the funnel were used
for
filling containers with sando
17 o Child attespted to fill the containers with, and using
only,
the scoopso-- - ~
^ -
l£o Child asked parent to help fill the containers
with sando -
ISo Parent filled the containers with sand using only
the scoop o
I 20o Parent filled the containers with sand
using the funnel and scoop o -
No
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lo Tlae parent opent obsorvins obs end objects before manipulatlns
then® -
2o Tlsae child spent observing bo3 and objects before manipnleting
then®
Yes
3o Parent ashed child what objects would fit into the 3 slots cut
from box®
“
Ao Child sailed parent what objects would fit into the 3 sloto^cut
£roa box®
~ "*
So Parent told child what objects would fit and what objects
would
not fito - -
“
6® Parent attesjoted to fix tha objects into the box®
7o Child attesipted to fit the objects into the
bar. without ticlp
frea parent o « -
“ “
0, CSiilfl sated pareat to pot tfca objects Into tira
bos. -•
S. ?&reat seted vtet woald heweo 1£ tae coe.
v«.oe ^
_
different pOEition® - -
“
10 Parent told child to turn the boat
to diSfereat positions in
ord“ to fit the boat into the different slots.
-
-
11 Patent did not cbearva the
relationship bete^ the sicts cut
_
^
’ froa bos end the different pcsltione
of the host. -
12. Par«»t verbally described
vhet he/ete vos doing »bile att^tins
to fit: the objeccs into the bos®
-
13 . Cdld verbeUy described ntet
he/ehe vas_doins «bile att^pting
to fit tha objects into the box.o
“
.
No
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o
.
u
2.
Iiat«rl«l» on teblo befor. »erbaUyresponding or nenipuletlng ostarlelo» ^
obaoTving nateriela on tabic before verballyresponding or manipulating materials e
^
Tea
Parent asl^ child what was the aaxoe and/or different about
I
the activity (or sicteriala), -
- «
|4c Child asked parent what the different saterials were foro -
i
i5* Child naked parent to ace the different materialao — «
l6o used acne of the aateriala in cosblnatlcn vith the coloring
I book without suggeetiona or help froa parent « - - » -
Parent told child that the different raateriala were to be used
with the coloring booko —
.
« —
- • «
Parent Cold child what to malie with the different aaterialso - •»
}» Parent told child bow to use the different Batcffielco -- -
lo Parent asked child how the different oaterials could be usedo -
s Parent used the materials in combination with the coloring booko —
a Parant verbally described what he/eho was doing while working
I
with the taaterLkilSo - ^
: « Child verbally described what he/she wns doing while vorkiTtg
I with the oaterlnlso ^
Ro
' V. boio
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WATER TABLE
Tea
Amount of time parent obaerved tsaterlols In water table before
responding to child or playing with objectso
Amount of time child observed materials in vator table before
responding to parent or playing with objects.
Parent played with objects in water table. - - - ~
Child played with objects in water table.
Parent verbally described what hc/shc was doing while playing
with objects. - - - - «
Child verbally described what hc/shc was doing while playing
with objects.
"
Parent aoked questions that required the child to do
scaethtog
with objects In water table. - ^
“
Child discovered- leak in x>ouring cup.
~ “
Parent told child why cup was leaking.
-
“ —
Child asked parent why cup was leaking.
-
«
Child manipulated cup to find source of
leak. - - -
,
Parent manipulated cup to find scarce of
leak. - - “
Parent asked child why cup was leaking «>
“
Child asked parent why the one cap would
not fit the container.
-
Parent tried to screw the cap on the
contaittcr. - -
-
-
Child tried to screw both caps on
the two containers. -
-
f. Parent told child why cap
would cot fit. - -
“ “
i. ?sr«ml setod child why cap
»o<Jld not fit. -
« * *•« rrsr can on the two containers o
~
“
Parent suggeeted to child to t y
?
bottles on table near water
0„ Child att«.pe«d to acre*
cap oa the wc
table without oeklag pareot for
help.
Cmid used water cup with tubes eud
cups, (vathout parent prcuptln..)
a. P.r«.t told child how
to use the pump «id tubes
snd/or cups. -
a. Parent aeked child
how pump could be used.
-
-
“
tt. Patent showed child
how pump could be used.
-
...
- -
; WATER TABLE Cont’do
t ' f
Child asked parent to fix the tube that vas stuffedo -
Parent tried to renove the paper inside the tube, *-
Parent asked child vhy the water did not go through the tubes
that was stuffed. - - - *
- ^
Parent told child why the water would not go through the tube, -
200
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BALLOONS
I- Tlac parent apent obeerrlng aatorialo before verbally reapondlnr or
aaaipulating naterlalao ^
I
*
Zo TImo child spent observing nuiterlela before verbally responding or
manipulating materials.
Parent asked child what was the aaiae and/or different about the
materials (or activity). - - ^
,
Child asked parent what the balloons were for. ,
Child asked parent what the materials (striz^p S^uop yam) were for.
So Child asked parent to make a face on the balloon. • .
1o Child asked parent to find another piece of string for the balloono
3. Xhild asked parent to glue yam on the balloons. »
>3rv Parent asked child whnt he/she could do with the balloons and
zsaterlalSo «-•»—»«» «<.
ir- Parent asked child why there were oatericls (yersip string p glcS;
felt pieces) with the balloons. ^
Lc Child observed that the tlzree ballcosis ware different siscs (by
verbal description or action indicating tteasurieg). ^ <>
|2o Parent told child that balloons were different sizes and the bic;
oneic were for big people (e.g.p parent p teacher) and email ones
I
for child. - ~ -
•So Parent asked child what iTould happen if he/she pasted buttons
and/ox glue on the balloons. - - «
ko Poront used materials and constructed aomething new. ^
)e Child used materials and constructed soa^thieg new without help
i or ouggostions from parent. - - - - -
»
is. Parent verbally described what he/shc was doing while working with
the materials. - - -» “ „
iJo Child verbally deecribed what he/she was doing while working with
the materials. - - - - -
I
|l8o Parent told child what to do with the balloons and different
I
laaterialSo **
|,9o Parent told child how to use the materials.
-
-
-
0. Child obtained an additional piece of string for the third balloon
without help from the parent. - .
“ “
BALLOONS Ckrat'do
Parent told child who to obtain another piece of string for
the third balloon* » •
Patent helped ehild make aoaething new from his/her balloon.
203
BLOCK AREA
J c Anoimt of time parent cbserred matericls In area
‘2o Amount of time child observed materials In area
Yes
I
3. Parent asked '*what if" questions that required the child to do
something with the objects » -
4o Parent verbally referred to nunbern on wallo - ~ - w-
5o Child verbally referred to numbers on vallo - - -
6o Parents verbally suggested a relationship between numbers on
vails and blockso
7n Child verbally suggested a relationship between numbers on wall
and blockso ~
8o Parents placed blocks under r.amber cards on wall„ « =
9f Child placed blocks under narmbers cards on wallo “ ""
ilOf Parent played with car in block area-. ^
c.-
!llo Child played with car in block area-
12 o Child asked parent why the box of wheels was there; or what the
I
wheels were for* - - -- - “
I
|l3. Parent told child how to fix the truck.. «
- -
-
Il4f. Parent showed child how to fix the trucko
—
^ ”
!
jL5o Parent played with truck without fixing the whaalsr.
-
ll6o Child played with truck in block area without fixing tba wheels.
il7o
I
I
I
;i8c
I9.
I
j20c
I
I2I0
i
:22o
;
23c
Parent attocpted to fix the wheels on truck TrLthout involving
the child« — <=• -
—
I?hile parent worked on truck, verbally described what he/she ^
was doingo — —
—
ChUd ateaupted to fix the eheels on ttecfc vitfcout Inroleing^
parent (includes asking for help)
o
Child verbally described what he/she was doing while
working
on the trucko
“
Child asked parent to fix the trucko
“ “
Parent asked "why** questions o
-
*“
Child verbally announced that different
blocks sere in the eras. -
No
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APPENDIX E
Mothers
Pre-Test Post-Test Amount of Change
Number of Questions Number of Questions
JE - 58 JE - 87 JE - 20 +
HO - 56 HO - 76 HO - 27 +
FO - 52 FO - 75 FO - 15,
HA - 47 HA - 62 HA
- 42 +
NE - 24 NE - 66
NE - 29 +
JO - 18 JO - 45
JO - 23 +
Discussion
: The rank ordering of mother's and children's
scores showed that
^ for four (4) mothers—JE, JO, FO, HO— their relative
position stays the
same on the pre and post testing. For two (2)
mothers-HA and NE-they
i
changed positions between the testing; however,
the change was only be-
I
tween their two standings. Therefore, it
can be assumed that both the
' Training Program and the effect of individual
mothers may have influenced
;
the increase in scores, for example,
mothers that were predisposed to
1
asking more questions before the training,
asked more questions after the
training, and those that asked less
the training. However , the change
before the training, asked less after
score and the rank ordering show
that
the two (2) mothers who asked
fewer questions relative to the
whole group,
actually had breater increases from
the pre-testing, than the
other mothers.
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with Mother NE showing an increase of 42 questions compared to Mother JE
who had 29 for an increase, but who was the top ranked mother in terms
of number of questions asked. Mother JE increased 29 questions which
was a greater increase than for three other mothers. Therefore, these
change scores auid ranks indicate that the Training Program was more
effective tham individual differences.
Pre-Training
Parent/Child
Problem-Solving
Encounters,
April
23,
1977
No.
of
Questions
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Post/Test
Parent/Child
Problem
Solving
Encounters,
August
23,
1977
1
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This
table
shows
actual
number
of
questions
asked
by
each
mother
and
child
while
engaging
in
various
problem
solving
encounters.
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Problem
Solving
Encounters
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